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THE SUCCESSION TO THE FATIMID IMAM AL-AMIR, 
THE CLAIMS OF THE LATER FATIMIDS TO THE 
IMAMATE, AND THE RISE OF TAYYIBI ISMAILISM 

by 

S. M. Stern 

Contents: I. Introduction: Two schisms in Ismailism in the later 
Fatimid period (p. I93-I94). - II. Al-Tayyib, the infant heir of al-Amir, 
and his fate (p. 194-202). - III. The assassination of al-Amir. The regency 
of "Abd al-Majid. The coup d'etat of Abfiu Ali Kutayfat. The restoration 
of 'Abd al-Majid. His proclamation as Imam under the title of al-Hafiz. 
The claims of the later Fatimids to the Imamate (p. 202-212). - IV. The 
reactions of the da'wa in Yemen to the crisis. Analysis and criticism 
of the authorities: a) 'Umara; b) Hatim b. Ibrahim; c) Idris. Recon- 
struction of the course of events: The Yemenite da'wa to the death of 
al-Amir; the schism in Yemen; the Zuray'ids, leaders of the Egyptian- 
Fatimid party; the leaders of the Tayyibi party (p. 212-232). 

Appendices: I. Ibrahim al-Hamidi on the persecution of the loyalists 
after the death of al-Amir (p. 232-233). - II. Hatim b. Ibrahim on the 
history of the da'wa in Yemen (p. 233-243). - III. Some data con- 
cerning al-Khattab (p. 244-249). - IV. The dynasty of 'Imran b. al-Fadl 

(p. 249-253). - V. Poems by Muhammad b. Tahir on the fall of the 
Fatimids (p. 253-254). 

I 

Ismailism was rent, on two different occasions in its history as the 
religion of a state, by a violent dispute over the succession to the Imamate. 
While in other dynasties laying claim to the Caliphate, quarrels of this 
kind, by no means of rare occurrence, generally had no lasting effects 
and, once settled, were of interest to none but historians, both cases in 
Fatimid history where the inheritance of an Imam was disputed by rival 
factions were destined to have far-reaching consequences. Looking 
at these controversies from the outside and from such a distance of 
time, we are apt to minimize their importance and fail to do justice 
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to the passions aroused by differences over the rights of individuals 
of no great personal qualities. One ought not, however, to forget that 
the person of the Imam stood, for the Ismailis, in the very centre of 
their religious system; it was of overriding importance; on it depended 
the continuity of institutional religion as well as the personal salvation 
of the believer. "Whosoever dies without recognising the Imam of his 
time, dies a pagan's death" is one of the most often quoted maxims of 
Ismailism. The quarrel over the succession of al-Mustansir the first 
of the two schisms mentioned above - may have been for some of the 
participants primarily a matter of political intrigue and of contending 
interests, a struggle for power between a dictatorial minister and a 
prince ousted by him; but for many the question who was the rightful 
Imam, al-Musta'li or Nizar, must have been one of paramount religious 
concern. It was, in effect, not so much the person of the claimant that 
weighed with his followers; they were not moved by any superior merits 
of Nizar as a ruler (this is, of course, obvious in the case of the infant al- 
Tayyib) - it was the divine right personified in the legitimate heir 
that counted. 

During the thirty-five years or so of the reigns of al-Mustahli and 
al-Amir this conflict between the Fatimid government and the Nizaris 
was one of the main preoccupations of the Fatimid state and certainly 
dominated the Ismaili religious scene 1. There can be little doubt that 
this internal struggle played a large part in the ultimate ruin of the 
Ismaili cause. By a stroke of bad luck, the Nizari crisis was to be fol- 
lowed, in less than four decades, by another, which alienated still more 
adherents of Ismailism from the cause of the Caliphs of Cairo, the crisis 
over the succession to al-Amir. 

The present essay has as its aim to elucidate, first, the issues involved 
in that crisis; secondly, the attitude of the Fatimid regime as it finally 
emerged; and, thirdly, the repercussions of the conflict in Yemen. 

II 

Al-Amir was assassinated, probably by Nizari emissaries, on the 
2nd Dhu-l-qa'da, 524 A. H. (II30 A.D.) 2. The events that followed have 

1 See my article: The Epistle of the Fatimid Caliph al-Amir (al-Hiddya al-Amiriyya); its date 
and its purpose, in: J.R.A.S., I950, p. 20 ff. 

2 Cf. G. Wiet in: Journal Asiatique, x92I, II, p. 112, for the different dates mentioned by the 
historians. (Add to the authorities mentioned there, e.g., Ibn Hammad, ed. Vonderheyden, p. 60; 
al-Warraq, in: al-Baydn al-Mughrib, ed. Colin and Levi-Provencal, p. 3II; al-Bustdn al-jdmic 
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never formed the subject of a critical investigation based on the different 
sources available. To be sure, G. Wiet devoted to the problem a few 

penetrating pages in the Materiaux pour un Corpus Inscriptionum Ara- 
bicarum, Le Caire, vol. II (Memoires de l'Institut Fran9ais d'Archeologie 
Orientale, LII, I930), p. 83 ff., summarizing the data indicated by previous 
historians and adding to the list many valuable passages capable of 

clarifying obscurities. Important pieces of evidence can, however, still 
be added; moreover, Wiet - writing just before the discovery of the 
Ismaili literature of India - could take no account of these documents, 
indispensable for the real evaluation of the issues. On the other hand, 
scholars acquainted with Ismaili literature seem never to have taken up 
this matter for its own sake; when touching it en passant, they were 
content either to reproduce the version current in the tradition of the 
Yemenite-Indian da'wa 1 or to rely merely on general impressions in 

criticising it 2. It is, however, only a comparative treatment of Ismaili 
and of general historical sources that can shed light on what really 
happened. 

From the point of view of our present investigation, the main lesson 
that we learn from our recently won acquaintance with the history of 
the Yemeni Ismailism and its Indian derivative, is the knowledge that 
these Ismailis were followers of the Imam al-Tayyib: they belonged 
to the "Tayyibi da'wa". 

A characteristic symptom of our previous ignorance of even the name of al-Tayyib is the 

fact that E. Griffini, in his article on the two Ismaili manuscripts of the Ambrosian Library 

(Z.D.M.G., I915, p. 8I, n. 3) could not understand the formula, which he was quoting from 

a Zaydite work, for the oath of the Ismailis: ".,A\ ,! ., 4.JA . Griffini reads&^ 4 .j 

.4U\ instead of the correct _.2)\ , 'y\ 2j, which should be, of course: . ,\\ A,J 

r\j O.: "(If I make a false oath, I deny) the allegiance due to al-Tayyib the son 

of al-Amir". 

cf. below, p. I98). The CUyun al-akhbdr (VII, 313, in the manuscript at my disposal), like the 

Tayyibi tradition in general, gives the year as 526; it is difficult to say how the mistake arose. As 
to the day, the cUyun has Tuesday the 3rd Dhu-l-qacda, as have, e.g., Ibn Khallikan, the Mir'dt 
al-zamdn and al-Qalqashandi. 

1 So the various articles of H. F. Hamdani: The Life and Times of Queen Sayyida Arwa the 

Sulay.tid of the Yemen in: Journal of the Central Asian Society, I93I, p. 505 ff.; The History of 
the Ismda'il Dacwat and its Literature during the last phase of the Fatimid Empire, J.R.A.S., 1932, 

p. 126 ff.; Some unknown Ismdcili authors and their works, J.R.A.S., I933, p. 359 ff. Their merit 

lies precisely in acquainting Western scholars for the first time with the outlines of Ismaili history 
as it appears in the light of the literature of the Bohra. 

2 So the article Ismdciliyya (W. Ivanow) in the Encyclopaedia of Islam, Supplement. (To the 
author of this article, as well as to Hamdani, the pages of Wiet were evidently unknown.) 
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In their belief, al-Tayyib was a child of al-Amir born a short time 
before his assassination; they assert - to quote the relevant article of the 
Encyclopaedia of Islam (see p. I95 n. 2) - that on the death of al-Amir 
his "infant son and heir, al-Tayyib- whose existence is much doubted 
by historians - was taken into concealment ... The followers of the 
Fatimid tradition still believe that the Imams, successors of al-Tayyib, 
are living in great secrecy somewhere and are going to manifest them- 
selves when the time comes" 

It must be stressed, in order to obviate possible misunderstandings, that the TayyibI Is- 
mailis do not believe that al-Tayyib is still alive: it is his successive descendants, living in 

concealment, that they hold to be their Imams. The Tayyibi authors dissociate themselves 

emphatically from the wdqifi Mahdiism of, say, the Twelver Imamis or the Kaysanis. 

As we see, some doubt is cast on the historical existence of al-Tayyib 
by the author of the article. What are we to think? To be sure, had we 
to rely solely upon the beliefs and assertions of the Tayyibi Ismailis, 
there would be good grounds, if not for actual rejection, at least for a 
guarded suspension of judgment. The ddais, trained in the doctrine of 
the uninterrupted continuity of the holy lineage, were now faced with 
the fact, incredible to them, of the Imam dying without leaving a male 
offspring, and there would be no intrinsic difficulty in making their 
disappointment responsible for the phantom existence of an infant heir, 
appearing on the scene for a short while - as if only to satisfy the 
requirements of the dogma - and promptly disappearing again. But 
this is not the case: the historical reality of al-Tayyib is attested by 
unimpeachable entries in various Fatimid Annals. 

a) The extracts that have come down to us from the Chronicle of Ibn 

al-Muyassar (d. 677) contain the following passage (Annales d'Egypte, 
ed. H. Masse, p. 72), going back, in all probability, to the lost chronicle 
of Ibn al-Muhannak (d. 549) 2: "In Rabi' al-awwal (of the year 524 A.H.) 
a son named Abu-l-Qasim al-Tayyib was born to al-Amir; he was des- 

ignated by the Caliph as his heir (wall 'ahdih). Misr (i.e. Fustat) and 
Cairo were decorated, music was played in the streets and at the gates 
of the palaces. New suits of clothes were issued to the troops and the 

1 This seems simply to be the author's way of speaking; at least I do not know of any discussion 

of the historicity, or otherwise, of al-Tayyib, either by Arabic or modern historians. What is meant 

is, obviously: whose existence is open to reasonable doubts. - The same reservations about the 

existence of al-Tayyib are expressed by Ivanow also in A Creed of the Fatimids, p. VI: "the pro- 
blematic infant son of al-Amir, al-Tayyib"; The Rise of the Fatimids, p. 20: "Al-Tayyib ... whose 

historical reality is highly questionable and whose existence is a matter of faith". 
s See C1. Cahen, Quelques Chroniques des derniers Fatimides in: Bulletin de l'Institut Francais 

d'Arch6ologie Orientale, I937, p. 5. 
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palaces were decorated. Al-Amir ordered that draperies, utensils, or- 
naments and gold and silver plate should be brought forth from the 
treasure-houses for purposes of decoration. The Great Hall (al-swdn) 1 

was hung with tapestries and arms. This continued for a fortnight; at 
the end of this period, the ram, which was to be slaughtered at the 

'aqiqa ceremony, was brought in, hung with embroidered trappings 
and silver necklaces, and was slaughtered in the presence of al-Amir. 
Then the child was brought in, and the Chief Qadi Ibn al-Muyassar 2 

was given the honour of holding it. Pieces of gold dinars were strewn 
over the heads of the people. Tables, too, were laid, and fruit had been 
ordered beforehand from the provinces of al-Fayyuim, al-Sharqiyya and 

al-Qalyuibiyya; the palace was filled with fruit and other sweets and 
the atmosphere was heavy with the fragrance of aloe and amber." 

Now, we have here, plainly, not the special pleading of a dogmatic 
theologian defending his doctrines, but the straightforward entry of an 
annalist recording, in the manner usual in such works, a great public 
occasion. He refers in a matter-of-fact way to events of public know- 

ledge: the birth of an heir to the throne (no doubt officially proclaimed 
all over the country), public rejoicing in the capital, palace festivities 
attended by notable persons. One can see little grounds for impugning 
the evidence of such a text. 

In these circumstances, we shall have to admit as authentic the 

sijill, preserved in Ismaili books 3 and in the unique manuscript of 
the History of Yemen by 'Umara (H. C. Kay, Yaman, its early Mediaeval 

History, 1892, p. IOO ff.) 4, in which al-Amir announces the birth of al- 

Tayyib to his vassal in Yemen, al-Malika al-Sayyida5. There is the 
evidence of Ibn al-Muyassar for the proclamation of the infant prince 

1Cf. on the Great Hall al-Maqrizi, Khitat, I, 388. 
2 Cf. for him Wiet, in: J.A., 1921, II, p. 66, n. 5. 
3 Quoted in the Majmu' al-tarbiya of Tahir b. Muhammad (see Ivanow, Guide, p. 53); then 

in the CUyun al-akhbdr, VII, 315 ff. 
4 See on this passage below, p. 218. 
6 It seems that the name Sayyida Arwa given to the queen by Hamdani (in the article quoted 

above, p. I95, n. i) is based solely on the corrupt passage incUmara, Kay p. 22, where the word "Arwa" 
must be deleted. Arwa was the name of a daughter of the queen (Kay pp. 76, i6o, 296). The queen 
is always named al-Sayyida, which is expressly stated to have been her personal name, 'Umara, 
Kay p. 28: ismuhd <al-> Sayyida bint A.mad etc.; 'Uyin al-akhbdr, VII, I34: wa-zawwajahf 

(scil. al-Mukarram) abfhu al-hurra al-taqiyya al-Sayyida ibnat Ahmad etc.; al-Malik al-Ashraf 
Ibn Rasil: Turaf al-ashdb f/ macrifat al-ansdb, ed. Zetterst6en, Damascus I949, p. II7: al-Sayyida 
bint Ahmad, wa-hiya al-Sayyida bint Ahmad b. Muhammad b. al-Qdsim b. Muzaffar, wa-qala nds: 
b. Muhammad au b. CAli wa-Allah aclam. - About al-Sayyida as a proper name cf. C. A. Nallino, 
Raccolta di Scritti editi e inediti, vol. III, p. 433. 
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as the heir; it is but natural that this should have been announced by 
letters to the population of Egypt as well as to that of the dependent 
countries. In the text of the sijill itself there is nothing to arouse sus- 
picion. 

A few months after the birth of al-Tayyib, the Caliph was murdered; 
the power was seized by his cousin, 'Abd al-Majid, while the heir was 
pushed aside. What happened to him? Ibn al-Muyassar (Ibn al-Muhan- 
nak) confines himself to the laconic remark (p. 74): "When al-Amir 
was murdered, al-Hafiz ('Abd al-Majid) concealed the existence (amr) 
of the child that had been born to al-Amir that year". 

b) Further details are given in a passage of a Syrian chronicle from 
the end of the VIth century A.H./XIIth cent. A.D., bearing the title 
al-Buzstdn al-jdmia (ed. C1. Cahen in: Bulletin d'Etudes Orientales, Da- 
mascus, I938, p. 121-2), which reads as follows: "In that year (scil. 
524) al-Amir was killed on Tuesday the I4th of Dhu-l-qa'da, in the 

Jazira. His reign over Egypt lasted twenty-nine years. He had as on to 
whom he explicitly left the Caliphate (nassa 'alayhi), named Abfi Mu- 
hammad (obviously a mistake for Abu-l-Qasim). Al-Hafiz 'Abd al-Majid 
conspired against him with a certain Nasir al-Laythi, master of the 
horse (rakkdb) of al-Amir's household, who took the child to his house. 
Up to this day, there is no information available about his fate, whether 
he died or what other fate overtook him. There is in Egypt a party which 
holds that he is alive and regards him as the Imam." 

This passage is by no means as free from doubt as that quoted above; 
it is not a record of what was matter of public knowledge, but relates 
what must be considered mere rumours. Whatever we may think, 
however, of the information it gives about the fate of the child, - the 
inference seems to be that he was quietly done away with by Nasir - 
the passage still further confirms the historical existence of al-Tayyib. 
Moreover, we learn from it that al-Tayyib had, at the time when the 
chronicler wrote, faithful adherents in Egypt. 

c) A third passage is of even less objective authority as to the problem 
of al-Tayyib: it does not purport to be anything but a reproduction of 
the tenets of the Tayyibi Ismailis. On the other hand, it is valuable as 
testifying to the presence of Tayyibis in Syria, at the end of the sixth/ 
twelfth century. The chronicler Ibn Abi Tayyi of Aleppo writes: "It is 
said that the people of San'a are of the opinion that al-Amir had a child, 
named al-Tayyib. They are of the Amiri persuasion; in Syria, too, there 
are some people belonging to the Amiriyya." 1 

1 The passage from the lost chronicle of Ibn Abi Tayyi has been preserved by Ibn al-Furat; 
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The tradition of the Ismailis of Yemen, supporters of al-Tayyib, 
gives a different version of his fate, which also contains interesting 
information about the measures taken by 'Abd al-Majid against the 
adherents of the infant prince. We shall, of course, be on our guard 
against taking on trust everything that they have to say; if we cut out 
certain legendary elements and a few easily recognizible tendencious 
features, there will still remain a considerable residue that can be ac- 

cepted as reliable. 
The following account is taken from the 'Uyun al-akhbdr of Idris, 

who is, however, only reproducing the story as told by a very early 
authority, the dda' Ibrdhim b. al-H.usayn al-Hamidi, who was contem- 

porary with the events he relates. (Died 557; cf. Ivanow, Guide, p. 52; see 
also below, p. 218, 220, 227-228.) The following is a translation of the story 
of Ibrdhim al-Hammidi, as far as it is textually quoted in the 'Uyun 
al-akhbdr (see for the Arabic text Appendix no. I):"The dda' Ibrdhim 
b. al-Husayn al-Hamidi says: The most intimate associates of the 
Commander of the Faithful al-Amir bi-ahkam Allah used to be Ibn 

Madyan, the 'holder of the rank' (sahib al-rutba), Ibn Raslan, al-'Azizi, 
Qiunis (?) and Naslan (?) 1. They belonged to the most eminent dda's 
and were noted for their devotion to the Caliph and their intimacy with 
him. Ibn Madyan did not, usually, leave his own house, while the others 
were regular in attendance on al-Amir, the position of Qfinis being 
lower than that of the other three. The Imam al-Amir used to say: 
"Nobody will fight for me except these four people". - It was their 
custom, after listening to the utterances of the Irnam, a great part of 
which remained unintelligible to them, to pay a visit on their way home 
to the 'holder of the rank', their shaykh, who used to give them the 

necessary explanations: You said this or that to our Lord, his answer 
was so and so and it contains a hidden allusion to this or that matter 
and is to be taken in this or that sense. - When the words of the Imam, 
"Nobody will fight for me except these four people", proved too difficult 
for their comprehension, they went, according to their custom, to Ibn 

Madyan, the 'holder of the rank' and asked him about it. He answered: 
"The Imam will disappear by murder; the land will be torn by dissen- 
sion; Abil 'Ali the son of al-Afdal will assume power; he will proclaim 

cf. C1. Cahen, in the article quoted above (p. 196, n. 2) p. i8, n. 7. It is to the courtesy of M. C1. 

Cahen that I owe the extract: ^..\\ ,\ J) (scil. al-Amir) 4 \ j: . ?' J-.a1^\ J) 

.,.P O e . f~. !^\ ^.j ^ (ms.? .^\) 
1 These persons do not seem to be known from other sources; the pronunciation of the names 

of two of them is uncertain. 
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the religion of anti-Shiism (din al-nasb) and kill the adherents of the 
Imam (al-auliyd') and send them into exile. When he feels strong enough, 
he will send for the four of you and will put before you the choice either 
of abjuring the Imam (viz. al-Tayyib) or of being killed. You will contend 
for the Imam and curse Satan. Naslan, al-'Azizi and Raslan will be 
killed; you, Qunis, will flee to Yemen, but will later return and meet 
your death. I shall go, al-'Azizi, and hide in your house; they will arrest 
me the day after your execution and put before me the same choice as 
is offered to you; I shall not prefer this world to the next, and shall find 
a martyr's death". They enquired: "Who will be Imam after the death of 
al-Mansuir (i.e. al-Amir) ?" He answered: "The seventh one, al-Tayyib 
he will be hidden". They asked: "Who will be the 'holder of the rank' 
after you ?" He answered: "My brother-in-law, Abiu All. He will go into 
hiding together with his master and stay where he stays". 

Idris continues by saying that it all happened as al-Amir and Ibn 
Madyan had foretold. When al-Amir was assassinated, the dd'is ad- 
ministered the oath of allegiance to al-Tayyib, Ibn Madyan and Abu 
'Ali being in charge of the da'wa, while al-Amir's cousin, 'Abd al-Majid 
took over the 'guardianship of the palace'. When, however Abui 'Ali, 
the son of al-Afdal, seized power, he showed his hostility to the Imams, 
proclaimed in Cairo the anti-Fatimid religion and persecuted the auliyd'. 
'Abd al-Majid, too, showed signs of apostasy (nifdq) and aspired to 
sovereignty. Abui 'Ali b. al-Afdal, in concert with al-Hasan, the son of 
'Abd al-Majid, arrested the auliyd' and persecuted the true believers, 
expelling even their womenfolk (six hundred of whom took refuge in the 
Maghrib). He threatened with death the four people mentioned above 
if they did not abjure al-Mansur and his son (i.e. al-Tayyib). Qunis 
escaped, the others were arrested and, remaining steadfast in their 
loyalty, were put to death, together with a great number of believers. 
Ibn Madyan, too, was arrested in the house of al-'Azizi and was 
executed. Qfinis fled to Yemen, but later returned and was killed. 
AbMi 'All went with the Imam into hiding 1. 

The whole story is related in the unmistakable style of martyrological 
legend. We will not discuss the story (so characteristic of Ismaili histo- 
riography, permeated with the spirit of hagiology from end to end) 
of the miraculous prophecy by al-Amir, accompanied by the detailed 
exegesis of Ibn Madyan. The account given by Idris of the conditions 
prevailing after the death of al-Amir is also inaccurate on many scores; 

1 It is certain that the role attributed by Idris to al-HIasan the son of al-Ha.fiz is due to a con 
fusion with the events of the year 529 (see the chronicles under that year). 
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we shall see presently what actually happened. On the other hand, 
there is no reason to doubt the authenticity of the facts concerning the 
persons of the entourage of al-Amir, mentioned by Ibrahim al-Hamidi. 
We have to admit that there was a persecution against some who re- 
mained loyal to the infant heir born only a few months before al-Amir's 
death. 

Finally, to summarize the contradictory information of our sources 
about the fate of the child, we note that Ibn al-Muyassar does not say 
anything definite on the point; the al-Bustdn al-jdmi' suggests that he 
was secretly killed at the instigation of 'Abd al-Majid, while the Tayyibis 
assert that he was hidden by his faithful followers. 

We shall see (p. 228) that Queen al-Sayyida is alleged to have bequeathed her personal 
belongings eight years later (in 532) to the Imam al-Tayyib. - There is also a legend, widely 
known among the Tayyibis, which presupposes that al-Tayyib lived in concealment in an 
inaccessible district of the Farthest West. I quote the legend from one of the 'Epistles of 
Ramadan' issued yearly by the present ddhi, Tahir Sayf al-din (no. 24 of the series, for the 

year 1359, entitled Dhdt al-baraka, p. 85; the whole series, privately printed, is available in 
the Bodleian Library). The story is related on the authority of 'All b. Muh.ammad (b. al- 

Walid). He was sitting, together with a man from the tribe of al-Hakam and the poet Ascad 
b. Hasan in the khdn of Zabid. They were talking to a man who had recently arrived from 
the Maghrib, bringing a present to Sayf al-Islam (Tughtakin, brother of Saladin, who ruled 
in Yemen 578-93). The conversation turned on the contemporary claimants of the Imamate: 
'Abdallah b. Hamza (the Zaydi Imam al-Mansfr; 593-614), the (Almohad) Caliphs of the family 
of 'Abd al-Mu'min, Muhammad b. Ghassan (the Kharijite Imam) of Oman and the Abbassid 

Caliph of Baghdad. The Maghribi said that none of them was the Imam; he knew the real 
one. Questioned by the others about the abode of the Imam, he told the following story. 
One of his Andalusian friends, a merchant and a follower of the Maliki madhhab, bought 
a crystal vessel on one of his voyages to Egypt. On returning to the Maghrib, he found that 

nobody wanted to buy it because of its high price. He had a friend who used to trade with 

people living in the Extreme West, behind high mountains, where there is little of civilization. 
On seeing the vessel in his friend's hand, he told him he knew a customer who could afford 
to buy it. The merchant and his friend went to the market place of the Western district where 
the latter used to ply his trade; then they went through a mountain pass; there was there a 
guard which was unwilling to let pass the merchant who was unknown to it. So the other went 
on alone in order to obtain the necessary permit. As he returned the next day with the permit, 
they could proceed. Soon they came to an encampment; in the middle there was a sumptuous 
tent, where a great number of servants were to be seen, such as at the court of no other king. 
Before entering, the merchant was warned by his friend not to greet the prince with the 

greetings current among tyrannous rulers, but to say, instead: al-saldm Cald amir al-mu'minfn 
wa-rahmat Alldh wa-barakdtuh. They entered the tent; on seeing the prince, the heart of the 
merchant was instantly filled with reverence and love. The prince asked him for the news of 
Cairo and what remained of the palace. His questions showed that he was well acquainted 
with those places. He then told the merchant: "You have bought this vessel from an old man, 
named so and so"; giving his exact description. The merchant answered that this was cor- 
rect. The prince said: "Give him our best regards and ask him about the remaining two vessels; 
buy them on my behalf". He gave the merchant a great sum of money in order to buy those 
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and yet other vessels, of which he gave him exact descriptions. Before leaving, the merchant 
said that he wanted to enter into the allegiance of the prince. On this the prince administered 
to him, in a private audience, the cahd. The merchant left immediately for Egypt, met the 
old man and told him the story. The latter fell on his knees thanking God, touched the mer- 
chant with reverence and said in tears: Happy are you who have had this great privilege. 
The old man recounted that all those vessels had been given to him by al-Amir who spoke 
to him as follows: if he should one day find himself in need and knew not where his Lord was 

staying, he was to sell one of the vessels; it would yearn for its master and find its way to him. 
The merchant bought all the vessels and also took a letter from the old man; and returned to 
the West to the prince. - It seems that the mention of the various 'pretenders' and especially 
that of the obscure Kharijite Imam of Oman Muhammad b. Ghassan (about whom I could 
find no information in the sources accessible to me), proves the antiquity of the legend. - 

(Incidentally: another Kharijite Imam of Oman, a contemporary of al-Hakim and also ap- 
parently not known otherwise, is mentioned in the list of the 'pretenders' of his time by jHa- 
mid al-din al-Kirmani (Kitdb al-masdbih, fol. 84, 86, 9I of the copy in my possession); his name 
is 'Amr al-Nazwani, i.e. of Nazwa, the old stronghold of Kharijism in Oman.) 

III 

Power was assumed, immediately after the death of al-Amir, by his 
cousin 'Abd al-Majid, or, to put it in a manner more corresponding to the 
real situation, by two favourites of the late Caliph who put him forward 
as the nominal ruler. What was the ideology by which they justified 
the new regime before the public? The article of the Encyclopeadia of 
Islam to which we have already referred has the following answer: "The 
last four Fatimid Caliphs of Egypt were not regarded as Imams even by 
themselves and the khutba was read in the name of al-Qd'im, the pro- 
mised Imam who will come on the Last Day". We shall see how far this 
view is from being correct, for al-.Hafiz and his successors did profess 
to be fully legitimate Imams. However, before al-Hafiz eventually made 
this claim, a period was to pass in which the ideological foundations of 

government went through a series of most remarkable changes. 
For the initial seizure of power by al-Hafiz we have fortunately at 

our disposal a narrative setting forth in precise terms the official version 

by which his regime was justified. 
There is a remarkable contrast between the precise information on such matters given 

by the good Egyptian sources, with their real understanding of the issues involved, and the 

nondescript and confused accounts by non-Egyptian chroniclers like Ibn al-Qalanisi and 
Ibn al-Athir. 

The account is from the pen of one of the best authorities on FatiInid 
history, Ibn al-Tuwayr (525-617) 1: "When Hazarmard and Barghash 

1 Quoted by Ibn Taghribirdi, ed. Popper, III, 4-5. Cahen, p. IO-II, has shown that Ibn Khal- 
din's account, IV, 70 ff., is a condensation of that of Ibn al-Tuwayr. - For references to the 
other historians dealing with these events cf. Wiet's pages quoted above, p. 195. 
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saw that there was nobody to take charge of the government, they chose 
the Emir Abu-l-Maymun 'Abd al-Majid, who was the eldest member 
of the reigning family. They put about the story that the late Caliph had, 
a week before his death, prophesied what was going to happen. He 
had applied to himself the words: al-miskTn, al-maqtil bi-l-sikkmn, "The 
poor man, who will be killed by a dagger". He had announced that one 
of his wives was pregnant and that he had seen a dream according to 
which she was to give birth to a male child destined to become the 
Caliph under the tutorship of 'Abd al-Majid Abu-l-Maymun, having as 
his vizier Hizabr al-mulfuk (i.e. Hazarmard) and as his chamberlain 
and commander-in-chief the Emir Yanis... A sijill to this effect was 
read in the Great Hall with al-Hafiz sitting in a lodge; the reading was 
done by the Chief Qadi from a minbar erected in the front of the lodge, 
in the presence of the chief men of the state." Other historians, too, 
inform us that 'Abd al-Majid assumed the regency pending the expected 
delivery of the widow of the late Caliph 1. 

About the strange prophecies put into the mouth of al-Amir in the proclamation cf. CUyfun 
al-akhbdr, VII, 312: "When the time arrived for al-Amir to depart to the presence of his God 
and to join Muhammad and his associates, he made allusions to this effect to his intimates 

employed in his dacwa. For instance: there was brought before him a beautiful apple in its 

skin, having in its middle a fine big green and fresh kernel. The Imam took it, asked for a 
knife and dipped it into the apple up to the hilt. He said to those present: This is my likeness; 
I shall be taken away from the midst of you and the iron will touch me as you have seen. 
Another instance: CAli b. al-Husayn, the secretary of the two holy cities (kdtib al-haramayn), 
was sent by Ibrahim b. Abi Hashim, the ruler of Mecca [not mentioned in the standard his- 

tory, Chr. Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka, vol I; according to the sources he quotes - p. 65; Table 

I, no. 42 - the ruler at this time was Fulayta, the grand-son of Abui Hashim; have we perhaps 
to read <Abi> Ibrahim and take this as the kunya of Fulayta?] to the noble court of al- 
Amir. The Commander of the Faithful ordered the ddCi Abu-l-fakhr [who seems to be unknown 

elsewhere] to provide him an honourable lodging. CAll b. al-Husayn stayed for a whole year. 
Abu-l-fakhr used to urge the Imam to finish the outstanding business of CAll b. al-Husayn 
so that he could return to the Hijaz; the Imam, however, would take no heed and merely 
give the answer: Miskin ibn miskin, maqtil bi-l-sikkin." -These stories are characteristic 
of the style of Ismaili propaganda. It will be noted that the story of Ibrahim al-Hamidi, 
quoted above, is based on the same motive of the Imam foreboding the future events, although 
its tendency is diametrically opposed to that of the story spread by the government of cAbd 

al-Majid. Such stories formed an essential part of Fatimid propaganda and we see how they 
could be used by rival fractions in an internal strife. 

1 It is obvious from the account of Ibn al-Tuwayr and the other chronicles that the notion of 
the CUyun al-akhbdr about cAbd al-Majid initially assuming the regency on behalf of al-Tayyib 
is completely false. The Tayyibi tradition puts the blame for the ousting of al-Tayyib squarely on 
Abf CAll Kutayfat. As a matter of fact, the claims of al-Tayyib were discounted from the very be- 

ginning of the regency of CAbd al-Majid. 
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There remains one question to be answered, in connection with this 

proclamation of the government of 'Abd al-Majid and Hazarmard. We 
have seen that al-Tayyib had been proclaimed as the heir at his birth, 
several months before the death of his father; and that the news of this 
was broadcast urbi et orbi. Now we hear about the dream al-Amir had a 
few weeks before his death concerning the expected posthumous birth of 
an heir, about the guardianship of 'Abd al-Majid for the unborn child, 
and so on! Now it was all very well for the government secretely to kill 
the little al-Tayyib, if that was indeed what happened-but still some 

explanation had to be given to the public of why effect was not given to 
the proclamation in his favour, made at the time of his birth. If we read 
between the lines of the declaration reported by Ibn al-Tuwayr, we 
shall find the aim of the story of al-Amir's dream to be in fact this: that 

by that dream the former appointment of al-Tayyib was abrogated and 

superseded by that of the child to be born. What was given out about 
the fate of al-Tayyib (whose existence the government could not, after 
all, simply deny), is not mentioned by Ibn al-Tuwayr; we may guess that 
it was asserted that he died, either before or after the death of al-Amir. 
The only allusion to the official position of the then government in this 
matter is the cryptic phrase of Ibn al-Muyassar: "He (scil. 'Abd al- 

Majid) concealed the matter of the child that had been born to al-Amir". 
The rule of Hazarmard proved, however, to be of short duration. 

Abui 'All Ahmad (nick-named Kutayfat), the son of al-Afdal, was raised 
to the vizierate by the army 1. We may assume that, for some time at 
least, the arrangements concerning the status of 'Abd al-Majid were 
continued as before 2. 

It was probably at the moment when the expectations of the birth 
of a male heir proved false, that the new vizier made the radical change 
that affected the very foundations of the regime. By the extinction of 
the direct line a vacuum was created. We cannot appraise with certainty 
the share that religious convictions and political expediency had in 

forming the decision of Abfi 'Ali to fill the gap in the manner that 
he did. The Fatimid dynasty was declared deposed and the empire 
was placed under the sovereignty of the Expected Imam, the Mahdi 

1 According to Ibn al-Muyassar (p. 74) on Monday (or Thursday) the I6th of Dhu-l-qa'da. "He 
arrested Abu-l-Maymin (CAbd al-Majid) the morning after his bayCa". The last phrase is not quite 
clear; does it mean: the day after he, scil. the new vizier, had payed his allegiance to the regent, 
CAbd al-Majid? or does bayca here mean simply: his appointment as vizier? 

2 This seems to be confirmed by the fact that the khutba was read in the Yemen, as we shall 

see, in the name of al-Tayyib (this being due to the special position of the Yemenites), 'Abd al- 

Majid as regent and Abfi CAll as vizier. 
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of the Imamite Twelver Shia. ('Abd al-Majid was, of course, removed 
from the regency and put into custody.) 

One could, a priori, attempt to put a different construction on the procedure of Abu CAli. 
As the direct Fatimid line became extinguished, he declared the sovereignty to devolve on 
the Mahdi-Qaim, the expected Messiah of the Ismailis, not of the Twelvers - i.e. a descendant 
of Muhammad b. Isma`i1, not the Mahdi of the Twelver line. Such an assumption has, how- 

ever, no base whatsoever in our authorities, who say expressly that Abu 'Ali adopted the 
Imamite creed. - When Wiet says: "... l'Imam Attendu, c'est a dire un hypothetique 
descendant de Nizar, fils de Mustansir" (p. 86; similarly also in Pricis de l'Histoire d'Egypte, 
II, I9I) he is, no doubt, mistaken. 

This solution secured the maximum amount of power to Abu 'All 
Kutayfat, who ruled as a dictator responsible to no one either in theory 
or practice. To be sure, our sources assert that Abii 'Ali was an Imamite 
by conviction, and his religious views may in fact have played an im- 
portant part in his decision. 

We have coins of the year 525 (struck in Cairo, Fustat and Alexandria) 
bearing the name of "The Imam Muhammad Abu-l-Qasim al-muntazir 
li-amri-llah, Commander of the Faithful". Other coins (Alexandria, 
526) give greater prominence to the person of the regent; they read as 
follows: "Al-imdm al-mahdl al-qd'im bi-amri-lldh hujjat Alldh 'ala-l- 
'dlamTn"; furthermore: "Al-Afdal Abui Ali Ahmad, his Representant 
(na'ib) and Lieutenant (khalifa)". 

I know the following coins of this type. i) Dinar, Alexandria, 525 (Paris, H. Lavoix, Cata- 

logue des monnaies musulmanes de la Bibliothgque Nationale, III: Egypte-Syrie, n. 439, p. I63; 
Cairo, St. Lane-Poole, Catalogue of the Arabic Coins preserved in the Khedivial Library, no. 
1268, p. I94). - 2) Dinar, Cairo, 525 (London, St. Lane-Poole, Catalogue of Oriental Coins 
in the British Museum, IV. p. 55-6). - 3) Dirham, Cairo, 525 (Berlin, H. Niitzel, in: 
Zeitschrift fur Numismatik, I906, p. 276). - 4) Dirham, Misr, 525 (Vienna, E. Bergmann, 
in: Sitzungsberichte der Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften, I873, p. I58 ff.).- 
The form al-muntazar(-ir?) li- (or bi-) amri-llah is curious; so far as I know, it is not used 
elsewhere among the Twelvers. It seems to have been coined in imitation of Fatimid usage. 
See H. Sauvaire and St. Lane-Poole, The Twelfth Imam on the Coinage of Egypt in: J.R.A.S., 
N. S. VII, p. I40 ff. - The following is the protocol assumed by Abiu All Kutayfat, according 
to al-Ruhi (MS Oxford, Uri no. 865, in the article "al-iHafiz" - no pagination), Ibn al-Muyas- 
sar (p. 75) and al-Suyfuti (IHusn al-muhddara II. I3z - wuzarda Misr): al-sayyid al-ajall 
al-afdal sayyid mamalik arbcb al-duwal (mdlik ashib al-duwal, Ibn Muyassar) wa-l-mu.dmi 
Can hauzat al-din wa-ndshir janth al-cadl Cala-l-muslimin al-aqrabin wa-l-abcadin ndsir imdm 

al-haqq fi hdlatay ghaybatihi wa-udtfirihi al-qaiim bi-nusratihi bi-mddi sayfihi wa- 
sdaib ra'yihi wa-tadbirihi amin Allah cald 'ibddihi wa-hddi-l-quddt ila-ttibd? sharc al-haqq wa- 
Ctimddihi wa-murshid duCdt al-mu'minin bi-wddit baydnihi wa-irshddihi ... Abi 
CAli A.hmad ibn al-sayyid al-ajall a-afdal Shdhinshah amir al-juyish. (Wiet has already 
pointed out - p. 86, note 2 - that the dedication of Ibn al-Sayrafi's Qdnun diwdn al-rasdail 
has the same protocol and must, therefore, refer to Abu CAli Kutayfat.) - The style follows 

closely that of the Fatimid viziers after Badr Amir al-juyfsh. The phrase: murshid ducat al- 
mu'minin might even suggest at first sight that, as he remained the head of the Ismaili hier- 
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archy of the ddais, Abfi cAl must have remained an Ismaili himself (cf. above, p. 205). This 
would be, however, a false conclusion. It was not impossible for a Fatimid vizier to be per- 
sonally a non-Ismaili and yet to assume the customary title of the 'director' of the ddcis. 
So it is not so surprising that Abfu Al, though he was personally a non-Ismaili and even 
'disestablished' Ismailism as the religion of the State, still remained the titular head of the 
daCwa. 

All this meant, of course, the abolition of Ismailism as the state 
religion of Egypt 1. Nevertheless, Abfi 'All did not propose to outlaw 
it 2 and even showed it a certain amount of consideration: in the college 
of qadis which he appointed and which consisted of four members, there 
sat an Ismaili, in addition to a Hanafi, a Shafi'i and an Imn mi(Ibn 
al-Muyassar, p. 74; cf. H. F. Amedroz, Office of Kadi, J.R.A.S., 910o, 

p. 786). Moreover, if the view put forward above is correct, Abii 'All 
went so far as to become, after the practice followed by Fatimid 
viziers, titular head of the Ismaili daCwa. 

It was, no doubt, a vague reminiscence of the intermezzo of Abf CAll, as it has been just 
described, when allegiance was paid to the 'Expected Mahdi', that induced Ivanow to postu- 
late that during the reigns of the last four Fatimid Caliphs the "khutba was read in the name 
of al-Qa'im" (cf. above, p. 202). The information concerning the coup d'dtat of Abui CAl was 

erroneously referred to the reigns of al-Hafi.z and his successors. 

If Abui 'Ali hoped to establish his regime firmly as the 'Lieutenant' 
of an Imam whose appearance was to be expected in a conveniently 
distant future, he was quickly and cruelly deceived. His reign did not 
last more than a year. The Ismaili elements evidently did not relish the 
idea of being relegated to the status of a disestablished religious sect; 
the Emir Yanis organised resistance, and found a great response, es- 

pecially among the soldiers of the Kutami jund, the hereditary mainstay 
of Fatimid rule. Abil 'All was killed while riding outside the city and 
'Abd al-Majid fetched from his prison (I6th Muharram, 526). The event 
was commemorated annually, right to the end of the Fatinlid dynasty, 
by the 'id al-nasr held on that date; cf. al-Maqrizi, Khitat, I, 357, 490. 

1 According to al-Rfuhi "he dropped the mention of the House of IsmaCil" (i.e. the Fatimids), 
asqat dhikr dl IsmdCil. The same information occurs also in Ibn al-Muyassar (p. 75) in an altered 
form: "He dropped the mention of IsmaCil b. JaCfar from whom the Isma'iliyya derive their name". 

The person of Isma'il does not play any special role in Ismaili ritual - so this form of the notice 

is obviously corrupted from that which it has in al-Ruhi. - According to al-Ruhi he abolished 

from the adhdn the formula Muhammad wa-CAli khayr al-bashar; Ibn al-Muyassar mentions, 

instead, the formula hayy cald khayr al-camal. 
2 It is probable that the persecution of the staunchest adherents of al-Tayyib, mentioned in the 

passages of Ibrdhim al-Hamidi, has nothing to do with the adoption of Imamism; it probably 
belongs to the preceding period and was due to their opposition to the regency of CAbd al-Majid 
on behalf of the unborn child of al-Amir, instead of al-Tayyib. 
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At first this restoration meant a return to the status quo , Abd al-Majid 
bearing the title of Regent. This is expressly stated by al-Maqrizi (I, 
357) and is confirmed by a coin struck in Alexandria in 526, bearing the 
old legend: Abu-l-Maymuin 'Abd al-Majid wall 'ahd al-muslimzn (E. T. 
Rogers, Quelques pieces rares, in: Bulletin de 'Institut d'Egypte, I882, 
p. 31 ff.). This was, of course, absurd; there was no legitimate heir for 
whom 'Abd al-Majid could act as regent. If Ismailism was to continue 
the basis of the regime, there was only one way open, to proclaim 'Abd 
al-Majid as Imam and to try to find some theological justification for the 
settlement of the Imamate upon him. Such justification was the more 

imperative as never before in Fatimid history had an Imam been suc- 
ceeded by any one who was not his son; the situation of 'Abd al-Majid 
was, therefore, delicate enough and required careful handling. 

On the 3rd of Rab'i II, a few months after his restoration as regent, 
'Abd al-Majid was proclaimed Imam under the title of al-Hafiz li-din 
Allah. Ibn al-Muyassar, p. 75: "On the 3rd Rabi' al-akhir there was 
read a sijill containing the proclamation of 'Abd al-Majid as Imam. 
He rode in the attire of the Caliphs from the Gate of the Feast to the 
Golden Gate ... He ordered that the following khutba should be pro- 
nounced on the minbars: 0 God, bless the one through whom Thou hast 
fortified Thy religion, after Thy enemies tried to destroy it ... our Lord 
and Master, the Imam of our epoch and of our time, 'Abd al-Majid 
Abu-l-Maymfin etc.". (Cf. also Ibn Taghribirdi, III, 3.) "More than a 

year after the assassination of al-Amir, as if nothing had occurred in the 
meantime, al-Hafiz informed the people of Egypt of his predecessor's 
death and made efforts to give a firm foundation in theory to his power 
as Imam. He had an ingenious idea of the way to achieve this: al-Amir 
had transmitted the Caliphate to his cousin al-Ha.fiz in the same way as 
Muhammad had once conferred the succession on his cousin 'Ali, near 
the Pool of Khumm" (Wiet). There was, of course, as little mention of 

al-Tayyib, as of the prophecy of al-Amir about the birth of the male 
heir and the regency of the Emir "Abd al-Majid till he should grow up 
and be able to succeed to his father is heritage and rule as Imam 1. 

1 The following account of the accession of al-Hafiz by Ibn Hammad (548-628) - which he 

received orally from the qadi Abu-l-Makarim Hibat-Allah al-Misri - though it is rather confused, 
deserves to be quoted (ed. Vonderheyden, p. 60). "Al-Hafiz was of the family of the Caliphs, but 

was not the son of a Caliph, while it was part of their law and doctrine (read: wa-kdn min rasmihim 

wa-madhhabihim alla yuwall ... instead of wa-kdna-bna ralisihim wa-madhhabuhum ... ?) not to 

entrust the Caliphate to any but the son of a Caliph. Al-Amir died childless, but it was thought 
that he left one of his wives pregnant". The next words are, no doubt, corrupt: wa-lidhdlika bi-l- 

Hdfiz. "As no child was born, CAbd al-Majid al-Hafiz said to his ddCi - this is how they name the 
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The sijill proclaiming 'Abd al-Majid as Imam has luckily been pre- 
served by al-Qalqashandi 1. It begins with the full protocol in the usual 
Fatimid style; in addition, it asserts emphatically, in the very preamble, 
that the inheritance of his forefathers the Imams has, indeed, devolved 
on al-Hafiz. Coming to the body of the siiill, al-Hafiz leads up to his 
argument by a discreet allusion to the previous troubles: "The moon of 
truth, even if it is hidden for a time, will appear in the end in the fulness 
of its light" etc., and reaffirms the main doctrine of Ismailism: that 
"God does not leave the Moslem Community without an Imam to lead 
them on the right path", that "the earth, when it is darkened by the 
loss of an Imam, will immediately regain its brightness by the accession 
of another". Al-Amir, who was, like his ancestor 'Ali b. Abi Talib, as- 
sassinated by criminals, "often mentioned, some times explicitly, some 
times obscurely, that he was well aware of the rights of the Commander 
of the Faithful (i.e. al-Hafiz); till at the end he expressed this in un- 
mistakable terms ... He did so because of his knowledge that he (al- 
IHafiz) was the noblest branch on the trunk of Prophecy and that his 
father, the Emir Abu-l-Qasim ... had been named by al-Mustansir 
wali 'ahd al-muslimTn 2; this title is found in the text of the endorsements 
and grants (taswighdt) addressed to the Chancery offices, in inscriptions 
on buildings and in documents of sale and purchase, as is of common 
knowledge". As Abu-l-Qasim never came to reign, his appointment as 
wali 'ahd al-muslimTn might appear purposeless; it has, however - so 

person who administers the bayCa and is in charge of the dacwa-: Pay allegiance to me. But the 
ddai refused; so they deposed him and appointed another ddci who paid allegiance to him (al- 
lHafiz). - This story, too, was told me by Abu-l-Makarim; I have no further information (about 
the reign of al-Hafiz)". The account is too vague to allow definite conclusions to be drawn from it. 
We may connect it with the story about the resistance of the ddais during the regency of al-Ilafiz; 
on the other hand, it is, of course, possible that there was active opposition also at the time of the 
final assumption of the Imamate by al-lHafiz in 526. (For the qadi Abu-l-Makarim, the authority 
of Ibn HIammad who was an Egyptian by origin, but served the Almohads (d. 586), see R. Brunsch- 

vig in: Melanges Gaudefroi-Demombynes, p. I55 ff.) 
Subh al-acshd, IX, 29I ff. A few corrections in the text: p. 294, last line: instead of 

a^^- -A\ .\,r X 0A\ _.> 
. c', read 4., f-,[\ j . o' X j*c ; P. 295, last line: instead of 

!vIJ^ -; kJj uA-^\ rJ\ As 4 : read P.\ J)\ A 4V \ ; p. 296, 1. I3, 

read: V, <r-\ 4. tJ> ij 
2 This is confirmed by the declarations made in the anti-Nizari demonstration of 516 A. H. 

and the corresponding passage of the al-Hiddya al-Amiriyya. The argument was there used 
to prove the superiority of al-Musta'li, that he bore the title of wali Cahd al-mu'minfn, while his 
brothers (among whom is Abu-l-Qasim, the father of al-Hafiz) had to content themselves with the 
inferior status of wait ?ahd al-muslimfn (see the article quoted above p. I94, n. I, p. 23). 
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the sijill asserts - an inner meaning (fi dimn dhalika bdtin ld ya'qiluhu 
illa-l-'dlimQn): in fact, it envisaged Abu-l-Qasim's son, al-Hafiz. It is 
in this way that al-IHfiz claims for his accession the nass or appointment 
by the preceding Imam, a conditio sine qua non in Ismaili theory. But 
how could one justify the transfer of the Imamate from cousin to cousin, 
an event without precedent in the history of the dynasty, where, up to 
that time, sons had invariably succeeded to fathers ? There are, however, 
in the opinion of al-Hafiz, events in history which serve as precedents 
for his accession, nay, even more, which are to be taken as foreshadowing 
it 'typologically'. ("For events turn out similar in all respects, preceding 
events support the succeeding ones, and are to be taken as types - in- 
dication, ramz - of them.") At Ghadir Khumm Muhammad had ap- 
pointed 'All as his successor; the latter's father had been present at 
the time of that event. In the same way al-Amir appointed his cousin 
al-Hafiz, although his uncles were alive: "thus he was following the 
example of the Prophet". There was another 'type': al-Hakim had, as 
was well known, appointed his cousin 'Abd al-Rahim Ilyas as his heir. 
Now, this appointment had no practical consequences, as al-Hakim was 
succeeded not by him, but, as was right, by his own son. Does that mean 
that the appointment of his cousin by al-IHkim had been in vain? By 
no means: "there is in that appointment a subtle and deep meaning 
and a secret hidden from the eyes of the common crowd". Al-Hakim 
knew perfectly well that, having a son, there was no point in making a 
cousin his heir; the succession of cousin to cousin is to operate only in 
the case of an Imam who dies without heir. Al-Hakim, in making that 
appointment, had no other purpose than to constitute a precedent, 
or type, for the case of al-Hafiz. When al-Mansur Abu 'Ali al-Amir 
bi-ahkam Allah - whose names and laqab corresponded with those of 
al-Hakim - died without heir, "the hidden secret appeared and the 
allusion became manifest ... He followed the example of the Prophet 
... and made clear the implicit meaning of al-Hakim ... He (al- 
Amir) used to give him (al-Hafiz), in the seating arrangements at 
table, the same precedence that he had himself ... and used to depute 
him to pray over deceased of rank who were worth to be prayed over 
by the Imam ... As this matter is now perfectly clear ... and every- 
body, foe and friend, understands that God has given the Commander 
of the Faithful the Imamate" and has favoured him with the support 
of the vizier Yanis, "it is your duty to pay allegiance to the Commander 
of the Faithful" etc. 

The document summarized above is of great importance; indeed, 
it constitutes the charter on which the whole Fatimid rule was based 
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during the forty or so years which were to remain to it. We see that 
there can be no question of al-Hafiz and his successors "not being 
regarded as Imams even by themselves". The arguments employed 
in it may, or may not, sound casuistical and unconvincing; that is 
beside the point. What matters is that the proclamation clearly shows 
that al-Hafiz claimed the rights of the Imamate; by publishing, in his 
sijill, an elaborate apology of his position, he aimed at making people 
forget the uncertain hesitations which marked his first steps and 
conveying the idea that his succession had come about in a straight- 
forward way without any complications. 

The regime never ceased from that time to assert its legitimacy. Let 
us take, for example, the inscription from the very year 526 - the 
inscription whose interpretation gave Wiet occasion to write those para- 
graphs which we have mentioned repeatedly (Corpus Inscriptionum 
Arabicarum, Le Caire, II, no. 566, p. 8i ff.) 1. The Caliph is here called 

according to the usual Fatimid protocol: "The servant of God and His 
beloved our Lord and Master the Imam al-Hafiz li-din Allah ('abd Allah 
wa-waliyyuhi mauldnd wa-sayyidund al-Imdm al-Hafiz li-din Allah)". 
In addition, the Qadi Siraj al-din Abu-l-Thurayya mentioned in the 
inscription bears, among various ordinary titles, some that seem to have 
a special stress: "[pillar] of the prophetical dynasty, support of the 'Alid 
and Hafizite Caliphate" ([...] al-daula al-nabaziyya, 'imad al-khilafa 
al-'alawiyya al-hdfiziyya) 2. 

It would be very easy to multiply examples of the titles of Imamate 
employed by al-Ha5fiz and his successors on coins, in documents etc.; 
this would, however, be superfluous. It is evident that the later Fatimids 
(al-Hafiz, al-Zafir, al-Fa'iz and al-'Adid) considered themselves fully 
legitimate Imams and bore the appropriate titles. 

The Ismaili traditions, too, were no doubt kept up under these Caliphs. 
We can compile an almost complete list of the Chief Dda's who held 
office under them 3. The literary activity of the Ismaili theologians can 

1 In the inscription, instead of al-qddi al-mu'ayyad al-amir Siraj al-din, as Wiet, read: al-qddi 
al-mu'ayyad al-amin S. 

2 Al-daula al-.dfiziyya and al-imdma al-hdfiziyya occurs also in documents emanating from 
the Chancery (cf. al-Qalqashandi, VI, 450, VI, io8; VIII, 344 - quoted by Wiet, who seems, 

however, to read too much into this usage). 
3 Siraj al-din Abu-l-Thurayya Najm b. Jacfar, qddi al-quddt and ddci al-du'dt, appointed in 526 

(Ibn al-Muyassar, 768 9); Abu-l-Zahir Isma'il b. Salama, in office in 543 (idem, 888, cf. 7510); Abu-1- 
Zahr b. Isma'il b. CAbd al-Ghaffar, in office in 549 (idem, 9313-14); al-jalis Ibn CAbd al-Qawi, before 
and during the times of Shirkfh (al-Maqrizi, Khitat, I, 391; according to this passage, during the 
last times of the Fatimid dynasty the Chief DaCiship was hereditary among the Banu CAbd al- 

Qawi). 
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be assumed to have continued. If we have no specimens of their products, 
this is easily explained: "Hafizi" Ismailism, as we may call this branch, 
did not long survive the fall of the Fatimid dynasty and there was 
nobody to preserve its literature in the manner that "Tayyibi" literature 
was preserved in Yemen and India. 

To be sure, Ismailism in Egypt did not disappear immediately after 
Saladin put an end to Fatimid rule. P. Casanova has collected the evi- 
dence about the various Fatimid pretenders, genuine or otherwise, 
who tried to restore the fallen dynasty (Les derniers Fatimides, in: Me- 
moires publiees par les membres de la Mission Archeologique Fran9aise, 
vol. VI, 1893, p. 415 ff. 1). For particulars it is enough to refer to this 

interesting paper; here we shall quote only the passage in which Casa- 
nova summarizes the results of his investigations (p. 444): "The partisans 
of the Fatimids kept up their agitation for a long time. The main con- 
spiracies were, in Cairo, that of the poet 'Umara 2 in 568 A.H., and in 
Upper Egypt that of the general Kanz al-daula (569-70). Salah al-din 
discovered the former; his brother al-Malik al-'Adil combatted and 
annihilated the latter conspiracy ... So the partisans of the Fatimids 
renounced the idea of an open contest. - We know also the names of 
several pretenders, viz.: a person, probably in Cairo, who took the title 
al-Imam al-Musta'sim bi-llah, and whose name, Abu-l-'Abbas Zahir 
leads me to consider him a cousin of al-'Adid (the last Fatimid Imam); 
a self-styled son of al-'Adid, called Dawud, in 572 A.H. in the town of 
Qift; a grand-son, possible genuine, of al-Hafiz in the year 588, in Cairo; 
finally, in Fez, a grand-son of al-'Adid". To this list we may add another 
pretender who appeared as late as I298: Dwiud b. Sulayman b. Dawuid, 
grandson of the Dawiud mentioned above (Ibn Hajar, al-Durar al- 
kdmina, III, I3; quoted by A. N. Poliak, Dibre yeme ha-'Aradbm, Jeru- 
salem 1945, p. I55). Moreover, an isolated community of Ismailis is 
mentioned in 1327 by a geographer as existing in the village of Usffin; 
we may assume that there were other similar Ismaili remnants in other 
parts of Egypt, too. 

A. N. Poliak in: J.R.A.S., I939, p. 429 (quoting, for the Ismailis in Usfufn and in two other 

villages of the neighbourhood, al-Dimashqi, ed. Mehren, p. 233). The use made by Poliak of 
these data is somewhat fanciful. Moreover, the information about the Ismailis contained 
in the special oath devised by the Mameluk chancery for their use, reproduced by Ibn 
Fadlallah and al-Qalqashandi, and especially those to be found in the comments of the latter 
on the formula - must not be accepted at its face value. The oath itself looks more like a 

1 About the pretender in Fes (executed in 600) and his son (60o or 6I2) cf. also R. Brunschvig, 
in: Melanges Gaudefroy-Demombynes, p. I56, note I. 

2 More correctly: in which the poet 'Umara, too, was implicated. 
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product of erudite fancy than a form actually in use, while many of the comments of al- 

Qalqashandi are evidently spun out of the text and are not based on an independent tra- 
dition. - The formula has been translated by B. Lewis, IsmdaCil Notes, B.S.O.S., 1948, 597-8, 
who, however, says that it "may, on the whole, be relied upon as giving the approved formula 
for the numerous Ismailis still to be found in the Mamluk dominions". 

We have seen (above, p. 197) that besides the official "Hafizi" Ismailism 
there were in Egypt adherents of al-Tayyib, too; they are recorded 
even in Syria. The party was known in these countries as "al-Amiriyya". 
They seem to have played no great role; at least they left no traces 

except in the meagre passages of the two chroniclers quoted above. It 
was the Yemen that was to become the home of "Tayyibi" Ismailism. 

IV. 

While in Egypt Ismailism succumbed soon after the end of the Fatimid 

dynasty, it has survived in Yemen - even if in very restricted dimen- 
sions - down to the present day; moreover, Yemeni Ismailism founded 
a thriving colony in India. The Ismailism of Yemen and India is, how- 
ever, exclusively of the Tayyibi persuasion. To be sure, this was not 
the case from the very beginning. We may anticipate the results of the 

following investigation by stating that, after the death of al-Amir, both 
the Hafizi and Tayyibi parties found adherents in Yemen. 

On the history of Ismailism in that country before and after the 
schism we have at our disposal evidence emanating from both factions. 
We must undertake the detailed analysis of these texts, even at the 

peril of unduly prolonging this chapter. 
On the official Fatimid side, we have the History of Yemen by 'Umara 1 

The author's own religious convictions are anomalous enough: he seems 
to have managed to reconcile his Shafi'i Sunnismn with an ardent attach- 
ment to the Fatimids 2. This attachment was by no means confined to 
a mere political loyalty to the powers that be; his books bear witness 

Published by H. C. Kay, London 1892. In the only manuscript known the book bears the title 

Ta'rikh al-Yaman. So also in Abu-l-Fida', Cairo 1325, I, 3 (Introduction); II, 24 (s.a. 203); II, 

153 (s.a. 412); III, 35 (s.a. 554). In Ibn Khallikan, s.v. CUmara (ed. Wtistenfeld V, 104), and s.v. 

CAl b. Muhammad al-Sulayhi ( V, 9I) it is called Akhbdr al-Yaman. Other sources call it Kitdb 

al-Mufid fi akhbdr Zabid: al-Janadi, in: Derenbourg, 'Oumara du Yemen, II, 547; op. cit. 544 has: 

Mufid CUmdra, in order to distinguish it from another book of the same title, the K. al-M. fi a. Z. 
of Jayyash; op. cit. 542, 631, 633, 637, 649: al-Mufid; Al-Sakhawi, IClam al-tanbth, p. 127: al- 

Mufid /i akhbdr Zabid; Idris, CUyfn al-akhbdr, passim: al-Mufid. The history of Zabid does, in 

fact, occupy a prominent place in the History of 'Umara; nevertheless, the second part of the 

title: "... fi akhbdr Zabid" does not seem to be altogether justified. 
2 Cf. I. Goldziher, Streitschrift des tOazdli gegen die Bdtinijja-Sekte, p. 7-8. 
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that he assimilated to a great extent the Ismaili point of view; and it is 
well known that after the fall of the dynasty he paid with his life for his 
continued advocacy of the Fatimid cause. His history was written 
in the year 563 for al-Qadi al-Fadil al-Baysani, at that time Chancellor 
and Chief Secretary to the Caliph al-'Adid. In it 'Umara recapitulates 
the earlier history of the contemporary Yemeni dynasties, treats in 
greater detail of the events of the hundred years or so preceding his 
own epoch and also gives an account of contemporary events. For the 
periods treated in detail by 'Umara, his History remained the standard 
work, which all later historians used as a quarry. Unfortunately, the 
book has come down to us in a single manuscript only 1. 

1 Brit. Mus., Or. 3265 (Rieu, Supplement, p. 374-8). The manuscript is very faulty; nor is Kay's 
treatment of the text satisfactory. (His merit lies in the rich material brought together by him 
for the historical commentary.) Some emendations have been proposed by W. Robertson-Smith 
in J.R.A.S., I893, p. I8 ff.; cf. Kay's rejoinder, p. 218 ff. Since the time of Kay's edition, much 

material, in the form of quotations from the book, has become available, so that a much better 
text could now be produced. - As an illustration of the state of the text, I wish to dwell at some 

length on one particular passage that has already exercised the minds of several scholars. On p. 58 
'Umara tells a story about the generosity of the ddCi CImran b. Muhammad the Zurayi'id. He 

('Umara) owed the prince the amount of three thousand dinars; but on returning to his court 
from Egypt, gave him a letter from the Fatimid vizier al-Malik al-Salih (Tala'ic b. Ruzzik) de- 
manding that 'Umara should be allowed to pay back the money by instalments. (That is the 
meaning of the term taqsit, cf. Dozy, II, 344; it is misunderstood by the translator.) "What is the 

purport of al-Malik al-Salih's letter" asked the dai?. Al-Qadi al-Rashid, who was also present, 
answered: taqsit. The ddai answered: -aj _ 3\ c. ' , . ,^ i. Kay 'emends' 

(note 2): V.j 4 \i'\ V X^a, and translates: "Let 'Umara offer us two lines of verse, 

in which he shall strictly observe the laws of rhyme, and the account shall be regulated." W. 

Robertson Smith, in: J.R.A.S., I893, p. 206-7, after a suggestion about the meaning of taqsit 

(which is, however, wrong), remarks: "The first h-i, seems to be a dittography. "Let him 

first.produce two verses on the subject rhyming in qdf." The prince prescribes the rhyme to secure 
an impromptu." H. Derenbourg (Oumara du Yemen, II, IlI) is not much nearer to the point: 
"Let cUmara recite, exclaimed the ddci, two verses ending in the letter qda preceded by sin". In 
a note, Derenbourg adds: "The command of the ddci, about the rhyme in sin qdf, results from the 
form in which the passage of 'Umara is quoted in Ba Makhrama, Ta'rikh, fol. 93vo. [The text as it is 
quoted by Ba Makhrama - whom Derenbourg adduces to support his interpretation - bears 
out mine; see ed. Lofgren, vol. II (I950), p. I84.] Sin precedes qdf in the verb saqata, 'to fall', which 
I suppose must be read wherever Kay printed qasata ... cf. Kay, Yaman, p. 58 note 2. In the 
translation, p. 78, certain details are open to doubt, but the passage as a whole is clear." - The 

correct interpretation of the passage is, no doubt, as follows. Read: haL--i ,. ; . . . 

('.o and O~. represent, of course, the same skeleton: j.). Translate: "Let the sin 

of the word 2J-. ("it shall be paid by instalments") be made to precede the qdf of the same 

word, so that it (becomes) .; ("it - scil. the debt - shall be waived")". 
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Of the historical sources of the Tayyibis, I have been able - in addition 
to some pages of a contemporary polemical treatise by al-Khattab -- to 
make use of the following: a) A chapter from a book of the dda' Hatim 
b. Ibrdhim al-Hamidi (the son of the Ibrahim al-Hamidi, mentioned 
above as an authority on the persecution of the followers of al-Tayyib), 
bearing the title Tuhfat al-quluib wa-fariat al-kurub (Ivanow, Guide, 
p. 55) 1. This passage gives a short review of the earlier Ismaili dda's of 
the Yemen and adds a detailed list of the contemporary dignitaries of 
the da'wa. We have here an important primary source. b) The well 
known compilation of Idris 'Imad al-din: 'Uyin al-akhbdr. The final 
paragraphs of this book (vol. VII, p. 325 ff.) deal with the "troubles 
that arose after the death of al-Amir". Idris has preserved for us a few 
original documents that will prove of use; on the other hand, he is a 
compiler, working with materials of various origins. He had before him 
'Umara's book 2 and the writings of various Tayyibi authors; his account 
will be seen to be an attempt to harmonize the Tayyibi point of view 
with the data given by 'Umara. 

Let us begin with 'Umara. His book cannot be called well constructed; 
its various chapters are strung together without much internal cohesion. 
That on the Sulayhids ends abruptly with the mention al-Malika al- 
Sayyida's affliction over the arrest of the da'c Ibn Najib al-daula (p. 
48). (It is, indeed, sufficiently puzzling why 'Umara is silent about the 
further history of the queen.) There follows the chapter about the 
Banu Zuray', in which 'Umara goes back to the beginnings of the family 
fortunes. When Saba' b. 'All is first introduced (p. 49), the title dda' 
is attached to his name; on p. 55, in a passage which will command our 
attention in the latter part of this chapter, it is explicitly stated that 
he was in charge of the da'wa of al-Hafiz. There is, however, no account 
given in the main body of the book of the events that led to the transfer 
of the dda'ship to the Zuray'ids. 

This matter is dealt with in the last paragraph of the book, a kind of 
appendix, which bears the inscription: "Chapter in which are enume- 
rated the persons who had held the office of dda' in Yemen for the Fati- 
mids" (p. I00-2). 'Umara mentions there: 'Ali b. Muhammad, the founder 
of the Sulayhid house; his son al-Mukarram Ahmad - both of whom 

Ivanow gave further details about the treatise in: Journal of Bombay Branch of R.A.S., I939, 
p. i ff. I have no manuscript of the book at my disposal; the passage in question is reproduced 
from the extract in the Kitdb al-azhdr. See Appendix no. II. 

' The History of CUmara, quoted under the name of al-Mu/fd (cf. above note 52) is one of the 
main sources of vol. VII. 
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combined sovereign power with the da'sship; Sulayman al-Zawahi; 
the Qadi [Yahya b. Lamak] 2 b. Malik; and, finally, 'Ali b. Ibrdhim b. 
Najib al-daula 3. - From a chance remark of 'Umara in another part 
of his book (p. 45) we learn that a certain 'Abdallah b. 'Abdallah (so 
ed.; the 'Uyin al-akhbdr, which quotes the whole chapter in question 
VII, 301 ff. - has 'Ali b. 'Abdallah, which is perhaps preferable), a 
Sulayhid, "exercised the functions of dda' after Ibn Najib al-daula". 
The text goes on to recount the notification received by al-Malika al- 
Sayyida of the birth of al-Tayyib and his appointment as heir; the sijill 
announcing this event is given in extenso. It is related that al-HIfiz, in 
the first year of his rule, styled himself wali 'ahd al-muslimTn. The Queen 
then appointed as dda' Ibrdhim b. Husayn al-Hamidi. "She transferred 
the office of dda' on behalf of the Caliph al-Hafiz to the family of Zuray'. 
<Sufficient >, said the Queen, < for the Banu al-Sulayhi is that which 
they know respecting our Iord al-Tayyib >". Then the office was held by 
Hatim b. Ibrdhim al-Hamidi, "down to our time". "It was transferred 
under the reign of al-IHafiz to the family of Zuray'." The first dda' of 
that house was Saba' b. Abi-l-Su'fid; he was succeeded by Mulhammad 
b. Saba'. 

If we want to paraphrase the passage as it stands and interpret its 
force, we shall have to say something like the following. Al-Malika al- 
Sayyida remained convinced of the rights of al-Tayyib; she took care 
to have his da'wa preached by Ibrdhim (followed by his son Hatim). 
On the other hand, she was obliged - by political necessities, we may 
safely suppose - to appoint dda's on behalf of al-Hafiz, too. But, in 

1 Sulayman b. 'Amir, of the eminent Ismaili family of al-Zawahi, half-brother of al-Malika al- 

Sayyida; his appointment as dd'i is mentioned also in the body of 'Umara's book, where it is 
added that he was subsequently poisoned by the Queen's minister, al-Mufaddal (p. 28; cf. also 

P. 34). 
2 There is a lacuna in the manuscript between the words qddi and b. Mdlik; there is, however, 

not the slightest doubt that we have to supply: Yahyd b. Lamak. On him see Ivanow, Guide, p. 50, 
and below in the present study, p. 219. 

3 His history is told at length in the body of CUmara's book (p. 42-8). All the information of the 

'Uyin al-akhbdr about him (VII, 297 ff.) derives from CUmara. (Idris quotes, however, in addition 
two poems by Muhammad b. Ahmad b. CImran praising the exploits of Ibn Najib al-daula; p. 
304-5.) - I wish to put forward, with due reservation, the suggestion that this CAli b. Ibrahim 
b. Najib al-daula was a grandson of Najib al-daula cAli b. Ahmad al-Jarjarati (mentioned in Ibn 

Taghribirdi, ed. Popper, II, I30, I42). - On the ultimate fate of Ibn Najib al-daula, about which 
'Umara and the other Yemeni historians have no information, cf. Ibn al-Muyassar, p. 20 (1. Io 

read: .ilj\ ..- <,\>), 21; Ibn Khaldfin, IV, 70; F. Wiistenfeld, Fatimiden, p. 296ff. (after 
Ibn Zafir). "CUmara's silence on the subject is easily understood. Believing the ddci to be innocent, 
he did not wish to charge al-Amir with a judicial murder" (Robertson-Smith, loc. cit., p. 205). 
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doing so, she was yielding to force majeure; in her heart she remained 
true to al-Tayyib, the rightful Imam: "Sufficient for the Baniu al- 
Sulayhi is that which they know respecting our Lord al-Tayyib". 

To paraphrase the passage, is to lay bare its difficulties. In fact, it 
does not seem to me easy to believe that it was written by 'Umara. It is 
not that there are intrinsic reasons for declaring that the events could 
not have happened in the way described; indeed, we shall come to the 
conclusion that they actually did happen in approximately that way. 
But, admitted that the passage relates what is historically true, it is 
still impossible to believe that 'Umara described them in this way. This 
sounds paradoxical; but we must recall the ideological premisses of the 
post-Hafizi Caliphate of the Fatimids and 'Umara's attitude towards 
that Caliphate. We have seen that the book in which this passage is 
supposed to have stood, was dedicated to a high dignitary of the Caliph, 
a grand-son of al-Hafiz. Is it, then, conceivable that 'Umara should say, 
in so many words, that the true heir of al-Amir was al-Tayyib; that al- 
HIfiz and his descendants are - by implication - usurpers; that the 

Zuray'ids, his patrons, whom, in all his writings, he never ceases to 
praise, are 'second class' dda's, owing their appointment to a merely 
outward compliance with political pressure, while the real dda's of the 
real Imam are the Hamidis? On internal grounds the conclusion seems, 
then, inevitable that the passage has been tampered with. This is borne 
out by external evidence, too. 

We have mentioned that late historians use 'Umara's book exten- 
sively; among them is al-Janadi. Now, in a passage, clearly based on 
the paragraph we are dealing with, he writes as follows 1: "When Ibn 
Najib al-daula departed, as will be related hereafter, the queen ap- 
pointed in his place the dd' Ibrdhim b. al-Husayn al-Hamidi. When she 
received tidings of the death of al-Amir and of the accession of his suc- 
cessor al-Hafiz in Egypt, she transferred the office of dda' to the family 
of Zuray', as will herafter be clearly explained. <Sufficient >, she said, 
< for the family of al-Sulayhi is what they have done in the cause of our 
Lords, upon whom be the blessings of God)>. This occurred after the 
death of the dda' Ibrahim, and the first of the family of Zuray' to be 
invested with the dignity was Saba' son of Abu-l-Su'fd". Further on, 
according to Kay, after relating the end of Ibn Najib al-daula's career 

1 See Kay, note I02, p. 297-300. - Kay has seen some of the difficulties of the text of 'Umara. 

He points out, very pertinently, that "the unsatisfactory manner in which the edict of the khalifa 
al-Amir is introduced and interrupts the subject of the chapter, is in itself suspicious". Kay will 
not be blamed if some of the further suggestions in the note miss their mark; the background of 
these events was, of course, quite obscure at the time. 
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in Yemen, al-Janadi repeats the statement in almost the same words, 
but adds that Ibrdhim al-Hamidi did not long survive his appointment 
and that at about the time he died there came news of the death of 
the reigning Caliph in Cairo, on the receipt of which the Queen trans- 
ferred the office of dd'i to the Zuray'ites. 

It is probable that al-Janadi has preserved for us the actual wording 
of the sentence put by "Umara into the mouth of the Queen. "Sufficient 
for the family of al-Sulayhi is what they have done in the cause of our 
Lord, upon whom the blessings of God". That is to sav: the time of the 
Sulayhids is past; the Fatimid da'wa is in need of fresh forces - hence 
the appointment of the Zuray'ids. This is a good justification of the 
position of the Zuray'ids and is, as a matter of fact, the way one expects 
'Umara to speak. It may be suggested that by a slight yet ingenious 
change ('alimz instead of 'amilf and our Lord al-Tayyib instead of our 
Lords) a Tayyibi hand produced out of the passage, originally a vindi- 
cation of the Hafizi dd'is of the house of Zuray", support for the Tayyibi 
cause. The same hand added the sentence about Hatim's succession 
to his father; by a somewhat awkward repetition (It was transferred ... 
Zuray') he connected the interpolated sentence with the end of the 
original text. It was again the same interpolator who inserted the passage 
about the birth of al-Tayyib, the text of the sijill and the note about the 
original style of al-Hafiz as a mere regent 1 

In the following translation of the paragraph adopted, with corrections, 
from Kay, what is to be considered the original text of 'Umbra is printed 
in italics, while the assumed Tayyibi interpolations are in smaller type. 

CHAPTER IN WHICH ARE ENUMERATED THE PERSONS WHO 
HELD THE OFFICE OF DA'i IN YEMEN FOR THE FATIMIDS 

Of their number was the dda' 'Ali b. Muhammad the Sulayhi, who 
combined the ofice of add' with the supreme power as temporal sovereign. 
Next was his son al-Mukarram Ahmad the Sulayh, who likewise combined 
both ofices. After him the Sultan Sulaymdn al-Zawdhi exercised the func- 
tions of dd', but did not hold sovereign rule. Then the Qadi [Yahydb. Lamak] 
b. Mdlik al-Hdmidz combined the office of dda' and qadi, but did not exer- 

As the British Museum manuscript of CUmara can have hardly belonged to Ismailis, we must, 
the hypothesis of an interpolation admitted, assume that the archetype from which it was copied 
passed through Ismaili hands. One takes recourse to the assumption of so far reaching an inter- 
polation with diffidence - but I cannot see how one can escape the force of both the internal and 
external evidence. 
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cise sovereign rule. Next 'Ali b. Ibrdhim al-Muwaffaq fi-l-dTn, son of 
Najib al-daula, held the office of dd'i and exercised sovereign rule, under 
the authority of the Lady Queen al-Sayyida, over part of her dominions. 

Then, when the official notification was received from our Lord the Imam al-Amir bi-ahkam 

Allah, Commander of the faithful, bringing to the Queen, his hujja in the province (jazira) of 
Yemen 1, the glad tidings of his son, our Lord the Imam al-Tayyib Abu-l-Qasim, and the new-born 
Prince's designation as successor to the Imamate, (it was) conceived in the following terms 2: 

In the name of God, the Merciful, the Gracious. 

From the servant of God and His beloved, al-Mansur Abu 'All, al-Amir bi-ahkam Allah Com- 
mander of the Faithful, unto the Lady the Queen, the highly esteemed, the pure, the stainless, 
the matchless of her age, sovereign lady of the kings of Yemen, the pillar, the true friend of the 

Imam, treasure of the Faith, support of the true Believers, refuge to the mustajibs, protectress of 
the truly directed, favourite of the Commander of the Faithful, Guardian of his blessed servants 3. 

Etc. etc. Soon afterwards our Lord al-Amir died and al-Hafiz succeeded. The first edict that re- 
ached the queen from him purported to proceed from wali Cahd al-muslimin. 

In the second year of the Commander of the Faithful the Queen appointed 
the noble dda' Ibrahim b. al-Husayn al-HIdmidi. 

She next transferred the office of ddai on She next transferred the office of ddCi on 

behalf of the Caliph al-Hafiz to the family of behalf of the Caliph al-HIfiz to the family of 

Zuray'. ,,Sufficient", she said, "for the family Zurayc. "Sufficient", said the Queen, "for the 

of al-Sulayhi is what they have done in the cause Banu al-Sulayhi is what they know respecting 
of our Lords, upon whom the blessings of God". our Lord al-Tayyib". 
[This occurred after the death of the ddCi Ibra- Then the office was held by his son H.atim 
him.] 4 b. Ibrdhim b. al-Husayn al-Hamidi, down to 

the present day. It was transferred under the 

reign of al-Hafiz to the family of Zurayc. 

1 Note the discrepancy; while in the first paragraph it is implied that al-Sayyida did not exercise 
a spiritual function, here she is called hujja. It is suggested that the difference is between the 

genuine cUmara, who does not know of al-Sayyida as a spiritual authority, and the Tayyibi tra- 
dition which does (confer below p. 221, 223, 224, n. 3). 

' The text of the sijill can be corrected with the help of the version contained in the CUyfin 
al-akhbar (cf. p. 197, n. 3). P. ioo 1. 

I 
7 read khdlisat al-Imdm instead of khdssat al-Imam. L. i8 

al-mustajibin is, of course, correct, al-mustanjidin a mistaken alteration. L. 21 after yahmadu add 

ilayka. P. Ioi 1. 2 muhtadin, CUyin: al-mahdiyyin, probably correctly; 1. 4 after inqafdc add minhd; 
1. 5 acqabahd read -h; ; 1. 8 after zakiyyan add radiyyan; 1. ii Cizzatihi read ghurratihi; i. 12 al- 

mafdsil read al-fadd'il; 1. z4 after qadaha add bihi; 1. 21 Uyfin reads, more correctly: wa-ghauthan 
li-l-mustarikhin wa-ghaythan li-l-muntajicin instead of wa-Caunan li-l-mudtarrin wa-ghauthan 
li-l-muntajiiin. P. 102 1. 2 after mahalliki add Cindahh ; imtanaca, CUyun reads irtafaca; 1. 6 minhd 
read minhum; 1. 7 minhu wa-l-hudiir read fi-l-bddin wa-l-hudiir; wa-clamI read wa-cmali. There 
are small divergences in the final formulas. 

3 This protocol of the Queen recurs also in the khutba quoted below and in the documents pre- 
served in the collection of al-Mustansir's sijilldt (cf. B.S.O.S., 1933, p. 307 ff.) and in the CUyin 
al-akhbdr. 

4 The information given in this passage about Ibrahim is one of the main difficulties in the 
whole problem. According to Tayyibi sources (cf. below and Ivanow, Guide, p. 52) he was ap- 
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The first of them was the matchless Emir Saba' b. Abi-l-Su'cid b. Zuray 
b. al-'Abbds al-Ydmi, who combined the o_fice of dda' with sovereign rule. 
He was succeeded by his son, the. great, the crowned, the powerful dd'i, 
dda' of the Commander of the Faithful, Muhammad b. Saba', in whose 
hands likewise the functions of dda' and the royal office were combined. 

The text of 'Umara as here reconstructed clearly aims at claiming the 
"apostolic succession" for the da'dship of the Zuray'ids who are repre- 
sented as appointed by al-Malika al-Sayyida, the last of the line of the 
Sulayhids who had played such an outstanding role in Yemenite Ismai- 
lism. We learn little, however, about the actual circumstances of the 
crisis which led to the emergence of the Zuray'ids. 

The passage of the dda' HJatim b. Ibrdhim (see Appendix no. II) also 
leaves our curiosity unsatisfied on this point; it contains, however, 
valuable information about the dd'is, complementing the data furnished 
by 'Umara. 

We can leave aside the beginning of the passage, dealing with the 
earliest period of the Ismaili da'wa in Yemen, which does not concern 
us here. The figure who holds, in the epoch of the Sulayhids, the main 
interest of Hatim, is the qadi Lamak b. Malik. He was sent by 'All b. 
Muhammad the Sulayhid as his envoy to Cairo, where he stayed until 
'Ali's death. There he enjoyed the teaching of the great Ismaili scholar 
of the period, al-Mu'ayyad fi-l-din, who held the office of Chief Dd'z. 
On the accession of 'Ali's son Ahmad al-Mukarram, Lamak returned to 
Yemen. Hatim defines his position as follows: "He was the dignitary 
of the pen (sadib rutbat al-qalam), by the side of the two excellent dda's, 
the dignitaries of the sword, al-Ajall al-Auhad (i.e. 'Ali b. Muhammad) 
and his son al-Mukarram". Lamak was succeeded by his son Yahya. 
Yahya, jointly with al-Malika al-Sayyida, appointed various hudud, i.e. 
subordinate dda's. The most distinguished among them was al-Dhu'ayb 
b. Muisa (cf. Ivanow, Guide, p. 52; died 546), whom Yahya appointed 
as his successor. Al-Dhu'ayb appointed as his assistant al-Khattab 
(cf. Appendix no. III); "the two of theni were in charge of the jazZra 
and appointed its hudid ... both during the life-time of the hujja and 
the dd'i and after their death". 

After the death of al-Khattab (533) al-Dhu'ayb appointed the writer's 

pointed as an assistant of al-Dhu'ayb after the death of al-Khattab (533), succeeded to al-Dhu'ayb 
on the latter's death (546), and died in 557. According to our text he was appointed ddai in 526 
and, according to al-Janadi's version (it is difficult to decide what the original text of CUmara was) 
died before the transfer of the dacwa to the Zuray'ids, i.e. soon after 526. We have to assume that 
the Tayyibi tradition is substantially correct. - Cf. below, p. 228. 
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father Ibrahim b. al-Husayn al-Hamidi in his stead. After the death of 
al-Dhu'ayb Ibrahim succeeded to his office. 

Ibrdhim, in his turn, adopted as his assistants 'Ali b. al-Husayn b. 
al-Walid (cf. Guide, p. 53) and Muhammad b. Tahir (cf. Guide, p. 53; 
died 584). On Ibrahim's death (557, according to Ismaili tradition), the 
author, his son, succeeded him. His two assistants were Muhammad b. 
Tahir and 'Ali b. Muhammad b. al-Walid (cf. Guide, p. 56). For our 
present purpose there is no need to go into the other details, interesting 
as they are, which the author gives about the organization of the da'wa 
under his own dd'iship. 

The discrepancies between the accounts of Hatim and 'Umbra, due 
to the different points of view of the two authors, will appear from the 
following table, confronting the lists of the leaders of the da'wa in Yemen 
as given by them. 
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The first difference is that Hatim has, in contrast to 'Umara, two 
parallel lines of succession. This, however, does not yet involve a real 
contradiction. Hatim himself stresses that, while Lamak and his suc- 
cessors were regarded as the leaders of the da'wa in spiritual things, the 
first place in it belonged to the Sulaylhids. It is true, that for Hatim the 
line of Lamak has a very special significance; it provides the foundations 
for the 'apostolic succession' of the da'is, the actual heads of the Yemeni 
da'wa, when, after the 'concealment' of al-Tayyib, it became autoce- 
phalous. In the period of 'kashf', the members of this line had occupied 
the second rank, under the chiefs of the da'wa (being, at the same time, 
the spiritual leaders of the movement); when, at the beginning of the 
period of 'satr', the office of those chiefs falls into abeyance, they, the 
successors of Lamak, are left as the highest dignitaries of the daiwa. 
Al-Dhu'ayb is a specially important link, bridging in his person the two 
periods and assuring, over the critical moment of the 'disappearance 
of the Imam', the continuity of the line. So it is not surprising that 
Hatim makes much of Lamak and his successors; nor does, of course, 
'Umara's silence imply much: he does not mention them because they 
were not the heads of the da'wa - and it is those that he wanted to 
enumerate in the paragraph in question. 

How far the hierarchy of the dacwa in Yemen was systematized and if we can assume that 
the actual heads of the dacwa were called hujja, and those of the next degree ddci mutlaq, 
cannot be decided with certainty. 'Umara always uses the word ddci for what according to 
the system should be called hujja; and even Hatim, while he once employs the term zujja, 

usually calls the Sulayhids ddcis. In general, the organization of the Fatimid dacwa, and the 

system of its hierarchy, which can be shown to have undergone some changes, is in need of 
further investigation. 

The other difference, however, is not any more one of emphasis but 
one of fact, and a reconciliation of the two accounts is impossible. From 
'Umara's list it clearly follows that al-Malika al-Sayyida "did not 
exercise the functions of a dda'", evidently because of her sex. Therefore, 
while she kept secular sovereignty, the office of dda' was entrusted to 
other persons. Hatim regards her as being also the spiritual head of the 
da'wa. In this he follows earlier Tayyibi authorities; already al-Khattab 
undertook, as we shall see, to prove that a woman could be a hujja and 
that al-Malika al-Sayyida was a hujja. For this reason, Hatim also 
eliminates the whole series of dda's, from SulaymSn to 'Ali b. 'Abdallah, 
who according to 'Umara filled that position under the reign of al- 
Sayyida. The very Yahya b. Lamak is transferred from the line of the 
heads of the da'wa (where he figures in 'Umara) to that of the "spiritual 
leaders". It seems obvious that 'Umara's account represents historical 
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reality better than that of Ha.tim. Of the schism after the death of al- 
Amir, there is no mention; Hatim's interest lies in the uninterrupted 
chain of the legitimate daiwa and passes over the adversaries with a 
disdainful silence. 

The case is quite different with Idris in the 'Uyizn al-akhbcr; he is very 
eager to tell the story of the schism and to explain it in terms of the 
Tayyibi daiwa. He has before him 'Umara's History; and he feels called 
upon to make the facts there recorded palatable for Tayyibi-Ismaili 
taste. His solution lies in a harmonization, not unlike that which the 
interpolator of 'Umara resorted to. Al-Malika al-Sayyida remained 
faithful to the Imam al-Tayyib to the end of her days; she saw herself 
constrained to conform, outwardly, to the de facto power of al-Hafiz 
and to appoint the Zurayid Saba' b. Abi-l-Suf'd as the latter's dda'. 
Now, there would be, theoretically, two ways open for Idris in characte- 
rizing the Zuray'ids; he could depict them in dark colours as traitors, 
blackguards, mund/iqun, in the familiar manner of sectarian historians 
of his kind, or he could represent them as true believers who, in acting 
contrary to their convictions, were merely practising taqiyya. It was the 
second alternative that Idris chose. (Is it because he was unconsciously 
influenced by the panegyrics on the Zuray'ids which he read in 'Umara ?) 

After this lengthy but indispensable analysis of our sources, we may 
proceed and try to reconstruct the actual history of the da'wa in Yemen 
during that critical period. It should be understood, however, that the 
following attempt is made with the greatest reserve. Not only does the 
lack of evidence constrain us to leave many gaps in the narrative; many 
points where a positive solution is attempted are conjectural, many 
others too obscure even to admit conjecture. There is, however, a hope 
that the picture presented here may, in the future, be completed, clarified 
and revised. The writer of this article has not at his disposal the whole 
of the relevant literature; writings by the contemporary Yemenite 
authors - some of which will be more particularly mentioned below - 
and historical books like the Nuzhat al-afkdr by Idris, dealing with the 

history of the da'wa in Yemen after the schism, may well yield 
further material. 

The restorer of Ismaili power in Yemen, 'Ali b. Muhammad al-Sulayhi, 
was also the head of the da'wa; he "combined the office of dda' with the 
supreme power as temporal sovereign", to use the expression of 'Umara. 
After his death in 459 (Io66-7 A.D.), his son, Ahmad al-Mukarram, suc- 
ceeded him in both capacities. As is well known, soon after his accession 
al-Mukarram retired from affairs, and the effective power remained in 
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the hands of his wife, al-Malika al-Sayyida. The nominal sovereignty and 
also the dda'ship remained, however, in the possession of al-Mukarram. 
The real leader of the da'wa, as far as spiritual matters were concerned, 
was, however, Lamak b. Malik and not the Sulayhid princes, whose 

strength lay, no doubt, in their arms rather than in theological studies. 
After the death of al-Mukarram (484 A.H. I09I A.D.), al-Malika al-Sayyida 
continued as temporal ruler of the Sulayhid state; but, evidently, it 
was not considered as suitable to have a woman as the spiritual head 
of the da'wa, and a relative of hers, Sulayman al-Zawahi, was appointed 
as dd'i. He was succeeded first by Yahya b. Lamak and then by Ibn 

Najib al-daula, who came to Yemen in 513 (II9-20 A.D.). 
After the fall of Najib al-daula (519 A.H. 1125-26 A.D.) we hear of the 

dda' 'Ali ('Abdallah) b. 'Abdallah. It seems permissible to assume that 

al-Dhu'ayb played in this period the same role as Lamak b. Malik a 

generation before: he was the leading theologian of the da'wa, but not 
its official head. 

We have seen above that cUmara ignores al-Dhu'ayb; this is hardly due to his hostility 
to one who had become the leader of the Tayyibis, enemies of the Egyptian Fatimids (he 
does mention Ibrahim al-THmidi!); the reason is, more likely, that al-Dhu'ayb has never 

been the head of the dacwa before the schism. On the other hand Hajtim passes in silence the 
ddlis mentioned by cUmara because of his assertion that al-Malika al-Sayyida served, in 

spite of her sex, as the head of the dacwa. 

We do not know how long 'Ali ('Abdallah) b. 'Abdallah remained 
in office, whether he was directly followed by Ibrahim (this seems the 
more likely alternative) or there was another dda' between them - as 
'Umara is silent on this point. 

The ordinary course of the da'wa is interrupted by the news of the 
events following each other swiftly in Cairo. There arrives from the 
court the sijill announcing the birth of the heir, al-Tayyib. We have the 

testimony of al-Khattab b. Abi Hifaz about the receipt of the sijill in 
the court of al-Malika al-Sayyida (Ghdyat al-mawdlid, extract in Ivanow, 
Rise of the Fatimids, Arabic texts, p. 37). "When al-Amir was about to 

die, he made the appointment by nass and ordered it to be announced 
in all the jazzras. Sijills containing his high commands and endorsed by 
autograph signs of his exalted hand were addressed to his hujja and 

waliyya, appointed in our jazira by his fathers the pure Imams, God's 

blessings upon them. We were in her presence when the sijills arrived 
and heard with our own ears when they were read out. She explained 
them to us and attested their authenticity; she also adduced as proofs 
for the correctness (of al-Tayyib's appointment) the stories quoted above. 
He (al-Amir) appointed as a trustee his cousin, wall 'ahd al-muslimin, 
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in the same way as his forefathers had made similar arrangements; he 
deposited with him (the Imamate) for his son, whom he placed under 
his care ..." From a passage of the 'Uyin al-akhbdr we learn that the 
name of the messenger who carried the sijill of al-Amir was Muhammad 
b. Haydara. 

Then comes confusing news: al-Amir assassinated, 'Abd al-Majid 
regent, Abu 'All Kutayfat b. al-Afdal seizing power. In Cairo, it was 
comparatively easy for the government of 'Abd al-Majid to make away 
with the infant heir, spread a version of the late Caliph's utterances 
tacitly denying his rights and, in general, be silent about him. But 
Yemen was far away, the local adherents of the Fatimid cause either 
were insufficiently informed of what has happened in Cairo, or were 
unwilling to follow suit in abandoning the infant who had the nass of his 
father, the deceased Imam. So we have the curious fact that the khutba 
pronounced on the occasion of the commemoration ('azd') of the mur- 
dered Imam by the Egyptian envoy, Muhammad b. Haydara, mentioned 
above, reads as follows - if we can rely on the credibility of the Tayyibi 
tradition, 'Uyfn al-akhbdr, VII, 320 ff. 1:"... (His loss) is compensated 
by the accession, in his stead, of his son, appointed by his nass ... our 
Lord al-Imam al-Tayyib Abu-l-Qasim, the Commander of the Faithful... 
O God, support by Thy spirit the Imam that Thou hast appointed ... 
prosper his guardian (i.e. "Abd al-Majid), who is the regent (walT al-'ahd) 
on his behalf, being as he is of the same pure flesh and blood. Strengthen 
his pure 'Alid dynasty (daulatahu-l-'alawiyya-l-tdhira) by giving Thy 
assistance to the vizier of his realm, who by his words and acts directs 
affairs from behind the throne of his Caliphate, al-sayyid al-ajall al- 
afdal amir al-juygsh sayf al-Imdm ndsir al-isldm kdfil quddt al-muslimTn 
wa-m u'addid dut'dt al-mu'minTn 2 Abu 'Ali Ahmad, the servant of our 
Lord, God's blessings upon him. 0 God, make his sword reach his enemies 
... as he received his high position in the service of Thy Friend (wali; 
i.e. the Imam al-Tayyib) from his father (i.e. al-Afdal) and his grand- 
father (i.e. Amir al-juyfish Badr). 0 God, cover with the blessings of Thy 
providence the hujija of Thy Friend, and the zhujja of his fathers, in this 
jazzra 3 ... our Mistress and Sovereign the Lady the Queen al-Sayyida 

1 The authenticity of the text is not above suspicion- cf. the following notes. The reasons for 
doubt are, however, not decisive and a final judgement will become possible only if and when 
sources as yet unused yield more materials on which to base our criticism. 

2 This is a much less elaborate protocol than that adopted by Abi CAll Kutayfat later, after 
his coup d'etat, and tallies well with the practice of the preceding viziers. 

3 If this title of hujja is more than a formality and implies that al-Malika al-Sayyida stands at 
the head of the da'wa, there arises the difficulty that, as we have seen, CUmara's list proves that 
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al-radiyya al-tdhira al-zakiyya wahidat al-zaman sayyidat mulhk al- 
Yaman 'umdat al-isldm khalisat al-Imdm dhakhirat al-dTn 'umdat al-mu'- 
minin 'ismat al-mustarshidin kahf al-mustajzibn waliyyat Amir al-mu'- 
minin wa-kdfilat auliya ihi-l-mayamin." The time of the khutba can be 
fixed; it must have been pronounced shortly after the accession of Abil 
'Ali. It is extremely strange to see coupled together the names of al- 
Tayyib, 'Abd al-Majid and Abui 'Al 1. The distant province of the 
Yemen was, in fact, lagging behind the quickly changing developments 
in the metropolis and trimmed up the confused and controversial pro- 
blems of the constitution in its own fashion. 

The attachment to al-Tayyib is also apparent in the long dirge on 
al-Amir, composed by the same Muhammad b. Haydara and preserved 
in the 'Uyin al-akhbdr (vol. VII, p. 323 ff.). We find there lines like the 
following: "You (viz. al-Amir) have left a son who guides us in righteous- 
ness; it is in vain that misled people think it will diminish by your death. 
How can a fire kindled by God be extinguished through the talk of those 
who deny your rights ... He (viz. al-Tayyib) is the Imam; it is Gabriel 
that has undertaken to nourish him, by the command of God who 
watches over him. Though he is a mere suckling, he speaks in righte- 
ousness and puts its cloak on his shoulders.... If al-Mansiir (al-Amir) 
has passed away, we say: Here is his son!". Or in another similar piece: 
"The heart is consoled by the thought that their light passes from one 
person to another. If a noble father disappears from them, the light 
shines in the person of a noble son. This was, in truth, warranted by 
al-Mansiir; when he died, he made good his promise." 

It is probable that the interregnum of al-Afdal junior and his defection 
from Ismailism did not greatly affect the Yemen; his rule lasted only a 
short time and he probably had not much occasion to interfere with the 
affairs of the province. We may assume that the allegiance of the Yemen 
continued in the form which we have just noted: al-Tayyib Imam, 
'Abd al-Majid regent, Abfi 'Ali al-Afdal vizier. That this was in striking 
contrast with political realities, probably troubled them little. 

the Queen was not holding the office of ddai. A conjecture that at some time the objections to her 
sex were overcome and the Queen was appointed as dadc is perhaps not impossible, although im 
probable (after Ibn Najib al-daula's fall, there followed as ddaC CAli b. CAbdallah - and this leaves 
little space for al-Sayyida as ddci); at least there seems to be no evidence to confirm it. All these 
points (cf. also above, p. 221, 223) can only be clearedup after an examination of al-Khattab's 
Ghdyat al-mawdlid. 

One is tempted to doubt the authenticity of the khutba also on the score of the mention of 
al-Tayyib. On the other hand, the mention of Abfi All may speak for its genuineness. The ex- 
planation of the situation as given in the text will perhaps be found acceptable. 

Oriens IV I5 
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The crisis came to a head only at the accession of 'Abd al-Majid al- 
Hafiz to the Imamate in 526. It was but natural that he should endeavour 
to make the Yemen acknowledge his pretensions; and that his self- 
determined advancement should meet with resistance. 

As a matter of fact, the alleged exclamation of al-Malika al-Sayyida 
on receiving the news of the proclamation of al-Hafiz rings true enough; 
the story is from the 'Uyun al-akhbdr (vol. VII, p. 333) 1. "He (viz. 'Abd 

al-Majid) formerly used to prefix to his letters to al-Malika al-Sayyida 
the formula: From the wali 'ahd of the Moslems and the cousin of the 
Commander of the Faithful. Then he wrote: From the Commander of the 
Faithful. At this she said: I am the daughter of Ahmad (today, as I was 

yesterday). Yesterday he was the zali 'ahd of the Moslems and today he 
is the Commander of the Faithful! He is entering a field that is not his 
and usurping a station from which he is remote!" 

We may well imagine that a bitter fight ensued, at the court of the 

Queen as well as all over the country, between the staunch adherents 
of al-Tayyib and those who were ready to acknowledge the new Imam 
al-Hafiz. It is easy to understand the points of view of both parties. 
In favour of al-Tayyib spoke the dogma of the lineal descent of the 
Imams and of the unchangeable character of the nass - and al-Tayyib 
had been, in effect, appointed by a nass. The idea of an Imam disappear- 
ing "into concealment", too, was by no means a novelty in Isinailism 
which had already had its "Concealed Imams". On the other hand, al- 
Hafiz was the de facto ruler; he had made out, as we have seen, a tolerable 
case to justify his succession according to Ismaili doctrine; and for many 
it mav have seemed in accordance with the best interests of the movement 
to rally behind the dynasty reigning in Egypt. 

Unfortunately, owing to the lack of evidence, the particulars of 
the course taken by this dispute escape us almost completely. It is only 
the outcome that we recognize: the Ismaili movement in the Yemen 

split into two rival fractions. 

1 The original reads: ^ J 2. L\ A l a. l O\ . A,-\ -,\ | II \, l.1 j .i j 

C I 
AAU X 0" 't-\\ ..- f -^~ * ..\ AA\ e; / ? ' \ o Jx ' 2j\ .,..\ O.;\ 

\_)\W Jd i^\^ ,; J^ (5 \i SA _ X ^ fj^ 4 j\ J^C. |j U-t?L \^ u Ift 
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a) The party of al-Hafiz was led by the family of the Zuray'ids. 
What were the exact circumstances of their accession to the office of 
da's, we do not know. 'Umara, who can be considered, in view of his long 
association with the princes of that family, as their semi-official mouth- 

piece, asserts that the office was vested in them by al-Malika al-Sayyida. 
It is significant that Idris does not contradict this statement quoted by 
him; he either has no different tradition on this point, or has a tradition 
in accordance with it. 

b) The leaders of the "legitimists" adhering to al-Tayyib were al- 

Dhu'ayb, al-Khattab and Ibrahim al-Hamidi. We still have some 

specimens of the apologetic and polemic literature composed at this 

epoch, as for example the Ghdyat al-mawdlid of al-Khattab, that has 

acquired a certain notoriety in another connection 1. "It begins with the 
usual speculations about the necessity of guidance for the people which 
God, in his mercy, never refuses, always keeping in the 'twelve islands 
of the earth' His 'proofs'. One of such proofs, for the Yemen, is the petty 
local princess, al-Hurra al-Malika (al-Sayyida). There follows a lengthy 
discussion of the question whether a woman can be such a hujja, or not, 
which is decided in the affirmative. Then follow esoteric speculations 
about the manifestation of divine wisdom in man, about the question 
of the satr (or concealment) of Imam al-Tayyib, and satr in general, about 
succession of Imams. In the fourth bdb are discussed the questions of the 

genealogy of al-Tayyib, and of his being a legitimate successor of his 
ancestors, and the belief that he is not dead." (Ivanow, Rise, p. 20-21.) 

The account of al-Khattab about the arrival of the sijill appointing al-Tayyib as crown- 

prince has been quoted above, p. 223. - Ivanow doubts the authenticity of the book; in my 
opinion, however, its contents, as given by Ivanow, are the best indication of its genuinness. 
It is not clear for what reasons Ivanow impeaches the authenticity of book and states that 
"the whole matter seems from the beginning to the end to be extremely suspicious" (p. 2I). 

Admittedly, the doctrine of the book about the descent of al-Mahdi is "extraordinary" and 
needs explanation; yet to say that this, together with the fact "that one of the religious 
leaders of the community, just a few years after the calamity [of the disappearance of al- 

Tayyib] writing in a purely abstract and academic manner, basing his speculations on the 

vaguest and most abstract principles, confines himself, in short, to the bare assertion that 
we must believe him to be alive" makes it "almost obvious that the work belongs to a much 
latter period" - is clearly a non sequitur. Nor is the suggestion that "perhaps it was compsed 
by Sayyidna Idris himself" sufficiently warranted by the single fact that traces of a similar 
view about the origin of al-Mahdi are to be found in the works of Idris. - The book seems 
to be, in effect, by al-Khattab, and a closer study of it is an urgent desideratum. The passage 
printed by Ivanow (Arabic texts, p. 35-9) aims at showing that the Emir Abu-l-Qasim 

1 According to it al-Mahdi, the first Fatimid Caliph, was not a lineal descendant of Muhammad 
b. Isma'il; cf. B. Lewis, Origins of Ismdcilism, p. Io9; W. Ivanow, Rise of the Fatimids, p. 20-23. 
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('Abd al-Majid al-Hafiz) wali Cahd al-muslimin was appointed only as a trustee, mustaudac, 
for al-Tayyib. For this purpose he quotes a long series of historical precedents - beginning 
with the personages of Biblical history, who, as well known, are fitted in by the Is- 
mailis into their peculiar historical system, and ending with Muh.ammad b. al-Hanafiyya 
and al-Mahdi, the last two being trustees for al-Husayn and al-Qa'im, respectively. The 

implication is, of course, that the Emir, assuming the office of Imam, was guilty of an impious 
usurpation. - Ivanow has evidently taken for the ideology of al-Hafiz what is in fact an 

argument of his adversaries; and combining this alleged 'trustee' Imamship of al-Hafiz (as 
his Imamship ought to have been according to his adversaries) with the alleged khttba recited 

by al-Hafiz for the Expected Mahdi (which is based on an error, cf. above, p. 206) reached 
his theory about the character of the later Fatimid Imamate, that has been criticised in the 
second chapter of this study. 

There is one thing which seems to give a hint about some of the 
events that happened during that obscure period. 'Umara seems to 
suggest that in 526 (1131-2 A.D.), before the rise of the Zuray'ids, al- 
Malika al-Sayyida appointed Ibrahim al-Hamidi as dd'i. On the other 
hand, we know from Hatim b. Ibrahim that Ibrahim became the assistant 
of al-Dhu'ayb after the death of al-Khattab (533/1138-9 A.D.) and 
succeeded al-Dhu'ayb on the latter's death (546/II5I-2 A.D.). One is 

tempted to assume that during the conflict Ibrahim lost his office owing 
to his Tayyibi sympathies and was supplanted by the Zuray'ids; and 
that he then joined the Tayyibi party, but played there at the beginning 
a more subordinate role under al-Dhu'ayb and al-Khattab till their 
death left him the leader of the party. 

What was al-Malika al-Sayyida's own position in the conflict? From 
the contents of the Ghdyat al-mawdlTd, as cited above, it seems to follow 
that the Tayyibis claimed her as of their own party. Moreover her will, 
quoted in the 'Uyi7n al-akhbdr (vol. VII, p. 342) - if the text is authen- 
tic- shows that she never ceased in her heart to remain faithful to al- 

Tayyib, whatever she had been prevailed upon to do in public. In the 

preamble of the will, containing a long confession of faith, there are 
enumerated all the Imams; the list ends with al-Tayyib. The text goes 
on to give a detailed description of the Queen's jewellery (II pages) 1 
which is said to have been brought from the treasury for the inspection 
of the persons attesting the will; all the jewellery is bequeathed, as a 

qurbdn, to the Commander of the Faithful al-Imam al-Tayyib Abu-l- 

Qasim. Al-sultdn al-ajall Ahmad b. Abi-l-Husayn b. Ibrahim b. Mu- 
hammad al-Sulayhi is appointed as executor; his duty is to deliver the 

jewels, after the Queen's death, "at the Gate of the Friend of God" 

(bdb wall Allah), "to the person that will be appointed by the order of 

1 The enumeration of the jewellery, although not very rich in technical terms, has some ar- 

cheological interest. 
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the Imam to receive them". Ahmad should also obtain a receipt signed 
by the Imam (al-khatt al-sharif al-imdml). 

On the other hand, al-Malika al-Sayyida is reported to have appointed 
the Zuray'ids who were subsequently at the head of the Hafizi party 
in Yemen. It seems that the management of affairs slipped away from 
the hands of the old princess and she was constrained to take a course 
contrary to her personal inclinations. Lack of evidence prevents us from 
going beyond this general - and also conjectural - statement. The 
events of the last years of al-Malika al-Sayyida (526-32 / II3I/2-II37/8 

A.D.) remain altogether obscure. 
CUmara does not speak of the last years of the Queen; is that because he does not want to 

touch on delicate affairs? The somewhat melancholy tone of the words attributed to the 

Queen on 'transferring' the daCwa to the Zuray'ids ("It is sufficient etc.") and the decline 
of the Sulayhid dynasty after her death, seem to show that there was a serious conflict be- 
tween the Sulayhids and the Egyptian party. The person and the memory of the old princess 
were, however, spared even by those whom she favoured less, and her prestige was invoked 

by both the opposing parties. - I think that such an interpretation of the events would 
render the greatest justice to our sources. 

The influence of the Sulayhid house was eclipsed; and after the 
death of the princess, those members of the Sulayhid dynasty of whom 
we hear at all, are no more than local barons. It remains to say a few 
words about the later history of the rival leaders of the Egyptian- 
Fatimid and the Tayyibi parties, who now occupy the scene instead of 
the Sulayhids. 

The local dynasty of Aden, the Zuray'ids 1, who became the chief 
supporters of the cause of the Egyptian Fatimids, had come into pro- 
minence during the reigns of the Sulayhids 'All b. Muhammad and al- 
Mukarram. In recompense of their services they received Aden and the 
surrounding region. One can read in cUmara the fluctuations of the 
internal struggles between the members of the family and their bicker- 
ings with the $ulayhids over financial arrangements. It was Saba' b. 
Abi-l-Su'fid the Zuray'id who took up the cause of al-IHfiz in Yemen 
and received - under very obscure circumstances, as we have seen - 
the title of dda', or, in full: "The matchless, the victorious, glory of the 
Empire, honour of the Caliphate, right arm of the Realm, sword of the 
Imam, crown and chief of the Arabs, dda' of the Commander of the 

1 The main source for the history of the Zuraycids is CUmara, p. 50-59. The text is very faulty, 
but can be corrected from Ibn Mujawir, ed. Lofgren, Texte zur Geschichte der Stadt Aden im Mittel- 

alter, I, 40 ff., where the whole chapter of CUmra is cited in a more correct form. (Encyclopaedia 
of Islam, s.v. Karam (Banu '1-), by R. Strothmann, merely resumes CUmara.) 
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Faithful" (al-dd'i al-auhad al-muzaffar majd al-mulk sharaf al-khildfa 
'adud al-daula sayf al-Imdm tad al-'arab wa-muqaddamuha dda' Amir 
al-mu'mintn) ('Umara, p. 50). After his death (533/1138-9 A.D.) his 
two sons, 'Ali and Muhammad, fought over the succession; it was the 

younger, Muhammad, who prevailed in the struggle. "The Upright Qadi 
(al-Qadi al-Rashid) Ahmad b. al-Zubayr 1 had started from the Holy 
Gates (i.e. the court of the Imam in Cairo) in 534/1139-40 A.D. with a 
charter investing al-A'azz al-Murtada 'All b. Saba' with the management 
of the Majidi da'za (al-da'wa al-majidiyya) 2; on his arrival he found 
that 'Ali was dead, so he invested Muhammad b. Saba', giving him the 
titles: the honoured, the crowned, the mighty (al-mu'azzam al-mutazwwaj 
al-makTn)" ('Umara, p. 55). Muhammad died in 548 / II53-4 A.D.) and 
was succeeded by his son 'Imran. Like his father, he is always called 

by 'Umara - who enjoyed the hospitality of both - by the title of 
dd'l. We have also coins of 'Imran. Struck in Aden in the year 556, they 
bear the name of the Imam al-'Adid on one side, and the name of 'Imran 
on the other: auihad muluk al-zaman, malik al-'arab wa-l-Yaman, 'Imrdn 
b. Muhammad 3. On his death in 56I (1165-6 A.D.)4, he left three small 

1 For him see Wiet in: Journal Asiatique, I92I, II, p. II5. If Idris makes al-Qadi al-Rashid 

responsible for the defection of Yemen from the Tayyibi cause (p. 334; cf. also the passage quoted 
in Appendix no. IV: "When al-Q. al-R. came to Yemen and religion was confused") he has, no 

doubt, this passage of CUmara in mind and is putting a false construction on it. 
2 Kay inadvertedly translates: "the noble office of ddac", as if there stood in the text al-daCwa 

al-majida. 
3 St. Lane-Pool, Catalogue of the Oriental Coins in the British Museum, vol. V, no. 358, p. 121. 

(Cf. the remarks of P. Casanova in: Revue Numismatique, I894, p. 2I6-I8; E. Zambaur, Nouvelles 

Contributions d la Numismatique Orientale, in: Numismatische Zeitschrift, 1915, p. 172.) The 

coinage is described by CUmhra, p. 27. - It is remarkable that, according to the passage of 'Umara 

just quoted, the Maliki dinars introduced by al-Mukarram the Sulaylhid continued to be struck 

until 'Imran introduced the new inscription. Has this any bearing on the history of the daCwa ? 
4 The stone erected to his memory in Mecca is still extant. It has been published, from notes by 

Hassan Hawary and Zaky Hassan, in the Repertoire Chronologique d'Epigraphie arabe, no. 3267 

(s.a. 561, vol. IX, p. 44-5), but without any comments. The text of the inscription reads: 

. \ , \\ f.\1 \ .j \ S.JcA Jc>. \ ^.x1 . \.X (2) - Qoran, LV, 26-27 - 4X. (I) 
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children; the kingdom was administered on their behalf by the vizier 
Yasir b. Bilal. 

The Hamdanid rulers of San'a, of the house of Hisham b. Qubbayt, 
also owed allegiance to al-IHfiz. When they were succeeded by another 
Hamdanid family, the descendants of 'Imran b. Fadl, governor of San'a 
under the Sulayhids, the new dynasty also continued to be vassals of 
the Fatimids (see Appendix no. IV). 

So far as the leaders of the Tayyibi party are concerned, it is enough 
to refer to the account of Hatim b. Ibrdhim, quoted above. It is to be 
added, however, that a piece of information preserved in Yemenite 
chronicles shows us Hatim also as a warrior (cf. Appendix IV, p. 249). 

The news of the fall of the Fatimid dynasty at the hands of Saladdin 
was, of course, received by the Tayyibis with satisfaction; they considered 
it as a divine punishment meted out to the usurpers. The 'Uyin al- 
akhbdr (vol. VII, p. 384; see Appendix no. V) quotes some verses by the 
dd'i Muhammad b. Tahir al-Harithi on this subject; turning to the 
"Majidi faction" (al-firqa al-majidiyya) , i.e. the adherents of the Fati- 
mids in Yemen, the dda' addresses them as follows: "Where are those that 
spread falsehood among mankind, bearing lying and imbecile witness; 
who turned on their heels and followed the command of a rascally tyrant ? 
A sickness of the soul has undone them; they deny the covenant of the 
Friend (of God; 'ahd al-walT), and are unbelieving traitors. Rebellion 

(nifdq) has made them stumble; all of them are off the road of guidance. 
They know nothing about the hidden meaning of things and are con- 
travening the open nass and what has been arranged by al-Amir. They 
are keeping back from Hatim (b. Ibrdhim) and his preaching. Curses 
upon them; is it not Hatim who is the skilled physician, the da'd of the 
jazfra, the son of its dd'a, by whose light mihrdbs and minbars are shining ? 
It is he who manifests the true essence of the science of Muhammad's 

4,X 4.-9 )K 4X;= 4a9\ I )4 (9) r'J V r* J\ ?\ ^{ ! g 

The second half of the inscription is completely misunderstood by the editors. It means that 
'Imran died before he could fulfil his wish of making the pilgrimage - so it was his coffin that 

was taken to Mecca and buried there. (The last meaning must be concealed by the words \.., 

4.,_ 49J, which the editors seem to misread.) That the body of 'Imran was transferred to 

Mecca is also mentioned by al-Janadi, who quotes a passages to that effect from some book of 
'Umara (cf. Kay, note 68, where the text is given, however, in a corrupt form; a more correct 
text is to be found in Ba Makhrama, ed. Lofgren, II, I86-7). One of the authorities of Ba Makhrama 

(loc. cit.) - Al-Janadi/'Umara - gives the date 560; another - the book al-Sharaf al-a?ld (Brockel- 
mann, II, 173) - the correct 56I. 
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family and their secret knowledge. He is the huijja of God, present 
amongst us; a true witness who says nothing untoward." 

The conquest of Yemen by the Ayyubids put an end to the rule of 
the Zuray'ids and the Hamdanids 1, and with it, to the 'Majidi' party in 
Yemen. Some isolated remnants seem to have lingered on a few years 
more. 'Ali b. Muhammad b. al-Walid composed, probably in the last 
quarter of the sixth/twelfth century, polemical treatises against them. 
One of these, bearing the title Tuhfat al-murtdd wa-ghussat al-adddd, is 
still extant. (Published by R. Strothmann, Gnosis-Texte der Ismailiten; 
arabische Handschrift Ambrosiana H 75, in: Abhandlungen der Akademie 
der Wissenschaften in G6ttingen, I943, p. I59 ff. The argument of the 
treatise is of no direct relevance here.) The co-religionist, to whom the 
pamphlet is dedicated, had some disputations "with a person belonging 
to the majTdiyya, who play in our time the role of 'adversaries" (adddd)"; 
'Ali, who, as he says, had already written other treatises against the 
Majidian heresy (he enumerates these treatises, which have not, however, 
come down to us), undertakes to prove the Imamate of al-Tayyib. 

APPENDIX No. I. (Cf. above, p. I99 ff.) 

IBR,AHIM AL-HAMIDI ON THE PERSECUTION OF THE LOYALISTS AFTER 

THE DEATH OF AL-AMIR 

'Uyin al-akhbdr, VII, 330 ff. (copied in Kitab al-azhdr, II, io ff.). 

L\ . a\<\ <'jL :e_J I \ sj> U 4-.\ 1\ <x ? )\ \\ J\ 

"V ̂  ^ ^ NJ ^.^ 439 ^ ^ UC>)j 1 J) j4 

a\ 0^SD u^-'^Y1 u^V S^ 4J&^ 3\ J \ O It;\ oj^ uo8 

t > Jc 3 > d> r jL jy . 3f Di 0 zV o v. - . \j\ 

oV^ rot) '^\ 3ij\ r ,'V ^3 J t;L ^ J1) iC'?\ "Vv 

1 About the resistance offered to the armies of Saladdin by the last Zuraycids and Hamdanis 
cf. Kay, notes 63 (p. 274 ff.) and Ioi (p. 294 ff.). 
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J;) L^ C J^t \ 3\ L5 
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9 iY;t \ *^ J^\ Y1 _9 V\i3 ^^a) o \ LJ; 

al-HImidi1, but gives the gist of the story in the own words of Idris (cf. 
above p. 200). 

APPENDIX No. II. (Cf. above, p. 214, 29 if.) 

HALTIM B. IBRAHiM ON THE HISTORY OF THE DAcWA IN YEMEN 

Y^ r j- 3 ; tJ '^^ V^^> (j\ * dlJ" j j^\ jL Ji\ ^^ W 

(From his Tu.hat al-qul b) 

The following passage, recounting how the prophecy of al-mirasan b. N, as. 70 f. 

exposed by Ibn Madyan, came true, is not a quotation from IbrahIm 
al-Hamidi, but gives the gist of the story in the own words of Idris (cf. 
above p. 200). 

APPENDIX No. II. (Cf. above, p. 214, 219 ff.) 

HATIMI B. IBRAHIM ON THE HISTORY OF THE DA'WA IN YEMEN 

(From his Tuhfat al-qulub) 

Quoted in Kitab al-Azdar of al-Hasan b. Nuh, II, p. 70 ff. 
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o \ 4) (^^ J\ S J? (?LUJ\ J)\ 3^ c\ OA \ O^ 

^<^gF <ly '< 11 J) j| .U^ (a^V^ a^$;J\\ \ ;>4 iJ^ L, (j r)V 
^ CJ1 ^^v\ -\3 j^ J1 Ja 3 ? ii^ Ju ^, 2y\ w s\c 
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>cJli \^^l 4\ r9- iZXn\ oJ;\ Rj^. J,'^J ;< tvJ^ A\ ,kE aXJ. 

> r *\Y11 9) d) 9D jjU ^<J>tlt y^ t; >9 ^1U j-Ul 

oUI^X o3U\z to X, \+^ <\ <jc\ .lx li_ >^ ?.^ dli > J^ ^) 
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?~,LI-~dU D~\ 
; x,i~ z:?OAI 

1 From here the text is also reproduced in the CUyun al-akhbdr, VII, i66 ff. 
2 This is the word used by IHatim for the venia docendi of a ddci. 
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_^^-U\ V.tiZ JVS j A;\ J^ el X ;^ eJiu j..\ s oS ,^^ 09u\ 
s; -\ sJ Sj-^\ dJ2 sF\ ;J\ V.^ \l V\ 40^ 4\ ^J^ ..l V>-^J D 

V>Ji^ b Us\ Aj -VJ^V^ ?^^ ;Ji ['Uyun iP ^ \o ,jA\ o}i\] 'J_>.J. 

r a H Su ^l\ o>l 4, i< 1 fil\ -\L .\ )ut OL J\ ^ 

c~, a 5\ S kilJ, .\?S r>fU \ '<u J . U\ 5L-\ sxl wlL V1 A-, 
WU;4L?.\ 

A 
( 

Uj[~yan~?\? \~\ j 
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ea u S di ^.\ ^4 V?J >S a f 2te8J 4\ u^ w j 1J) 

. \, ci\9 ^ M X X4r5 1 ; 9 ol\tj <U <& q, jl * 

L?\5 44 Al 4^a J 4\ --aj\ ej r\ ; ;jL e\\ 3S ^ < 

44 J OA JAX f 
4- 0^ V 

t r^1\ ̂ jj jo^y^ J>t\ ^J^ ^>-U? c:>X o^^ LA-^ ^" ' 

4 A*w v FX e t;AX % MoL < hEX~~~~~~ 4.; F 

< u 29 4^ U ^rYS >9 V'>\ sX ,,ILX lj oj bJc f^j 

^a^ <? 0^ bb >\ .VS^l tv^ J\ ^\ V.O 
4 4 1LStA> 

t W1 S wS\ ^^JA \ t;a 1 tS\ ^^ il dl 9. 4Y lf. 
jl^ ~4 U,* I)J 4 t ^C-\ J \; 

1 
0* t;* S\ ^^ A\ 

4.9 
<? 9^ *^ ,. ;).;iN\ ;^ \ 0'ai ;) 

3 

^^\ 
D ^C 

I ^\ ha'e j \n j\ i furhe\ iL 
nom a$o\ a 

ejou 
4ti e9s1n 

2i\ Hr\ nUds\ teu ^ t , to il\ inL ^\ th U a^ (ahbi lr ,^^ 

Jj\ j' b \\ ?So -' t-r - J^ \ < \ -s 

o.r; \ lJ>v )J? \ 9\5 \> J) ,.i\ Lg \ ^^t 3'31^^ I\ U 

\ e? \ 4 ; ) \ .U\ \\ (3 +\3;\\ \it\ ^fa>^ 4 ((r. U) ^-\ j^\ 

AaU 4> 4 \ l (\l;\a ht s \ V-> (J. \ J\ \ JC; j 

^^s is j \ o^\ ;5 ?4\ j.o^ ji\ L,;5y^ de :x _*3J\ v;^ 

44L^. Fa ^l? < Ji\\ wtA o" t\> > o 4A^> +^ c^U- t\,> 4^\ 

^J-A Of -0 t b^ m^l f^U W^^\ 4^^J OJ- KS _,4\ u^\1 f 

;bJ^ ^^ \ t ̂ E a\9 o\f O^^ (te^^j; ^>j\ Ot $ A-9 

4 f^\ u SU tp\ ^ ^ 4-^^ J\ (,\ S;\ l!J^ J^ OU JS 
U su4 i& .1\ , - , 4j ?U , \ YC V_J 4\ SC\ ?^.,al ViJ 

I have no further information about this person. 
2 Here ends the quotation in the CUyun al-akhbdr. 
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j^> eo 0 cS 0^J ^ ^J ;3 4\ \XJv\ J\ -<ji t; 3J\ 

j -J,J z\ t ..U o.\J J \ ,* js> \ o.* 9j <^L<J <^>.y 

L .\t ̂ \ 3e sjU is. \ ,,\ C^ J+) Cr* 0^ V 
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-",-t,uj i 4A rL3~~Leh 12 

J^\ (J^U^ 9c^\ Jt? ^Vwa.y J&\ fS Jj^ i zL^ Sj 9 40 4\ CiL 

^j^ 2) ~ ( \\ ^U^ i\ c^ 4stja\ 
\ ^^ \ a\. ZS L\J 

i\^yt?~c \cl ^\ j J^|^j $I\ J^ (\^ L^ cj^\ Jft\ i o^^~ 

\& 3J0yn J\ix- L<\ J\ L 
U ^;ll^ e;\j <;U' \i ^ ^ t j 

(i )^ \ J^ J^^ ^.\ f^ ^\ LO\3 J\ ^J^ 
Xa J^ LaUX S H\ 4 

s_\l 9\ ̂̂  ^J AU\ &Gc\ )\^ (\la ^.Ji b bL\) la>- wu w\ A 

J^ \ t.' \Jj ( el1' U^t~ 11\ cLU ^\ iJA\ (? 4U> ^Ji0 . aL^ 

,) J\ \^ b j ii ov^ \ f\ ^^ # \ I ui?o^\j < 1 \i 

\J4\ tH IC^ Ji Lj-) J \ -,% 3 \ J^ ^U ̂  \ cj 4ij\ ^Jj 

jric\i ^\o j.? Isvy 3v? <^3-? -^~\ i?9~ i^y, <\. Lax? (ej ̂4.ji^ >^L 2>t r:w A; , J\r s ^ \= Y3\ - J\ Ai WO Ljll 

63 _> e; 4s L,IU,\ t~1~g\\ r;b4 (S)? gj-lLU~~- I 

Tsj3\ ; ? a,~ ,U Wri~ s4-3 aS jl leq)\ 4b 4 9y 

(sic MS) L\; ?; ,;t ? N ^ 0 jx O J (c L; 

hS3 a; < ,ris\ \ st~L\ 3 r-lJ o\S S \4\sD J iD 

,jSc\ tJA& HI?W\ L V J\ L\^-\ ( Jj^l^ s\ gj 4\3L 1SA J^ oe 

a 

<<t at (+t S J M 

3fO~~~~> j. A2b e> 
J>\ w 5 ̂U\ V^^ 1.c1\>j\ ^l^ t@?- iM< w) 4tJ^ 

fS -b<;\ S\ S\ fjsl <^ .j. <>J\ o^ o^el W,^ '^ (sic MS) e\ dx ()cD_^^to eA ;%1~ )\\4A -x6 >j 

;*n; \ 4tHJ\\ ;\2\ 2. n ;it M\Y A>\ d 5 
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(zL.^A. h y^,,; ts r(.IS o} J<\ jy \ ̂ XI l?l j\l ( A.ll\ J ;, 
,3'a L;al\ ]j" b,i . k-'\ b ~J\1 l , ?-,j -W L?uLl _\! b.--, ? 

4;j ;t4 ,*\ . 
t,x (.? l,a -^ 

JoL b -*- , 
-x' ( 

:4l. 34 tj\ 

J4.o ^ 4.,; .4. .., 3% , ,? , 4.W , \,..\ 

oAUl J )\ .3 I..4t ?, r.h . ?3 ,,S (. o, ..3 ,\ 4 t9 .. .\ 

?\ J/\ ? 51\ t: ,;\ >k . .,I ,.,, g,J \ I ,^. ? i? , o ,~ u-<, 

v ,V4u^V iJ,\ 4(j- uVtx i ny \ 
n oJA^ s^jl 9 (j.<&\ J L/ 4a 9J 

J oi 2\jl ?<lC ̂ \\ =t IDY 4 A U.\ l,d (Ulb j3 
J" i\ )\ ,?J^^ 7\ 

^)oY\ 7Cd^^ i)^1s 
\-4 i oVft A 99S (_$tS o;\ 

t ft 
a *A $ >t4* 

Cf. Guide \ , p. 56.3 \ f;J 4 ' <9 4\ Q4 \ L 4 s v t4 ; VI dj ( ^;3j JLX, J 3jr> 41 \ ^' j \ i 0\ 

i,, 
i 

oS^ ;4: J99 ^<" (43, ^^^j 4t.) e 4 <1 (; 
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, o'.b .*l\ 4 'Qz. , , 3i- u 9. ,,i,.y c 3^ . 

4A?'. ' .O.. 'iL% ' ->; dS J\..- 41 ' ,~g, dA ... .,-.- 
Ai L,is\ LH..- --o 

4 \ -\ 4 4J\ ̂ A o X\ < ?A 

r , .... ^ \ 4;. 3s.*\ . J \ d;\ 

ojj\ v;Y itj) J 4a ^ - t;' <e 4' ^ Cs ;^.^\ > i0 
o Cs4 uI; <i ;_\ 4J\, 5>a\ (K-;&^\ 3^ A J\4 J?i;\ \-.i ti - 0^ J\s. 

UFX\ <}\ 4Y4sB\ fJ * _ltY\ J ^, Jii;\ ?t? ;, \; j VLW\ Y;J 

- :'\ ;'^ &"\jA ): \ r1n J' '..,\ ? 
J Jo, . \ ,x .,, 

. J^\,i ~. $ Jo ,\ , \ c 
f.:\ J(4\ 3\ ,;\ . ; t \ t; . 

)tw JL tt,^ t3^^ 
41\ jc\ 0 3^ 0, C JD^ L;\ i^ J ?^4 eb 

JiO;;\ U? 4,\ )4 ;l\f ^^ii o' Jl- =, 
- o 

4,5 j A. ~ d "-4 
\ -- os: t Jc t j.\ rs. \ \ \ \ 

4,\ t (r. o~ ? ) -a 0 . J d f d " Jj j ^ j, 2sl ^^ c^ J ^ JY9) -i? t ̂ u ;-j 

W-\ (jf^ b^^ 1i, b J^ S b z s\ ez JD 5D S A; \ e 

_A &^, , ?^>^4 A4i2 ^o e 
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dJi., ^., 
4.J rUb 

a J\ 
IIl\ JoM uoW\ \ 

j^Li J^ <l\>, 

^JJ 4.%1 olljS znJ^ It ,. Jl 4 JPt \ 3J^\ $ ^ f jU 

JA ! 7.J^ t"I\ \A-A J 0.?^ ^\ >\laU\ 2j. xistsj 4.i 

SJ^ <cJ\ 4L..^ ^<j .ju 4l^al Sj\ ^,)j (variant j t ) d\^ 

i ,by* C^ (SJl\ ,\ iLLj 4 y <U\ (y <U\ (s <. w\ J 9^ J\ 

^. Jc O\JtU^ *t oUut\ *sy A r mi a 4il1> Js>y a01\ :le 

JoV ^S^ ^^b f J0 C^ Jl f 4^ a.; (^' ^y- f 1 at d^ ,^ ,^> 

FJ\ t>. f <jWy\ j^s ; \ Y\& \\ + f dj- \ j^ - ̂ \s> 

a^\ a aS JoYl ^\i\ tJ f ^^o z> o^ )! ^J e ^Jc 

C0u J>t *i-^ tn f ^a]^ A ~^ ̂ AA J^\ t^ f )\J uV^ 
Jcr, S! o\ a J JJ\ Jt> 1\ t>..) o\^b^ ;2 a. 3n J\ ^A 

^>? ,t -?>Y i-A1. \ ^^ A ^ f .J lSA1 tr - (<t 
4e 

J\ Jy 
2 

i\\c t ^\ 

@< J^M . \ t- f c.^\ Cf. > ;s \ J^> \ ;p+ f ,?n^ O 

tn f U,^> 0- tb1 Jt o,uJ , f ul . 3 e>^ \IA2\ 

O} $J J^ 0^- <;1 ^ f 2S1\ >, zj , ,^;\ ,*^ D J,^ ^ 

J.^ a Sc J^t J^^ tA f M0A 
JU f; 2>t J \ t. f?^ 

_t1! eA\ <\ 3^ ,N; J ,UJI\ t>L. (? 4 , ?IJ>9X ^\\ ^14 
f 

cru\ J>y^ ;\ eA r ;^\ <! L . Jit \&&\ (^j^ f s\y 

i * N\ J^ J, J >E 3>t ^U \ f> f L^ J\ ) . \ 

^ ^ ^ fi> . 3)( 3, cy ^^ ;\ OV5j\ \j ^^ jt!\ hJ^ 3ci Da;J\ 

J^o- itA^@S ̂J.1 tj tuj^ A\\>^. 4j\2l a) ^j4jS AXl \ 0^^'' 

Cf. Guizde, p. 59. He later became the chief of the da'wa and died in 626. 
2 Repeated by mistake ? Or is some part of t nam to be changed ? 

3~r~ ~?~91 e-L~;; Sj~3 ~ ~ Le~?l!' oAw 

Cf. Guidae, p. 59. He later became the chief of the dalwea and died in 626.. 
2 Repeated by mistake ? Or is some part of the name to be changed? 
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j (^L ft,? )j\ ?^ '^y* J9u c(i <> J - ̂ \ ,i, J^^ 
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3\ .Js-\ I\ ? orS 3 eJ\ 3; J \J ?i yX\ ea JY O AW\ i 

t>' L ?^ -j e J tS ? LS. \ O ;?i@*s \j Vi^ S c 4z5 t \ 4a J; 

u& ;4\ 0 .\ JQ\ ^ L J J9U ,\1> 4J 4 C^ 
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^ 4\ 
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Jdii ub ,i 3u xj^ <i , >v;i , ,t^y \ .W j\ , j 

J\i?J Cvj p^ ^Vf a >A^ c^- M;> cl^ c^ 9 adz L. ^9 

<j^s I^ sli \J laj i; 9U a^D~-l Jto3j j ^.:\ LS. jJ4 \ U Jit 

z* C2\ 4j v~ _zv1 (f eiaj! a.v~1 n @.A 3aL fg\o ti.,4 \ i,G 

LS iaN e S 5 4JX 4 ^ 
4J 

4 \ L 3 AJau 

;\C 8) 4.^1, J?> 4Q13 
4 < \ V (Jsa\ 

Crj~~ sFJ9k1 ;J 3 OSJ ai l ?)i ,; N Sr L 9 ;\ a; <i, tuxb v J5 J\; <ur C? x 
0 ^c 0^ J^ 0 

4^^Jb 4^YAi U^^ 98\0^ is^ si S^^ vt \*aty5 ̂^' esia 4}ic wXJ ̂J; 

^Js\ <\ ?J J (J3j :. \ JLa (3 2 j \ Ll\ J ^ 4o\ Lr J ' JLi 

4\u i& o^ (Jo\c A.^iL\ 4;<j ( oJEW;r. l\ ?J4s@ i^\ !\ SJ-A9 J>->^ 

4 t - T\ j \ g-rea 4 i-na er Jof the 4as<a is ; I shLa cm en 

?;t3 (J3J J-^A:X JA\j J J\ JL\r3\^;M u1\ J.lX^ 4-4 o ̂ > 
the l .\l\ 2 CfJ G < , P. 5I ^ J. t b S \ J > tr 

,jl\ t;- U\; c^ \ A^ c^^^^ tb JLS j^ 4 *9C 4 ^>\ tD < UX 

g.JJ\ t ?^\ olc^j? <J\9 ^a 3 4^ <o\ Ac\ 2^i 
\_,> X,\ ;L O^\ y\ 

W) ^^1^ bSl b ^^ b ^ Jj\ > ;b .)Q; ; \ j 1 
t5Jo rJ aI\ r5- JaL\ ,^ .?oL 0\\ J\ L.(j ,s <J<^^ ft^ c 

\Lh.\\\ ^Vxl &t 3 A;i SI\\ Aj4Al\ OA Jc '1\ JA rCJ 4U\ Jc\ 

0tiM d; ,,. uj, ^.o jC 
J3\ si 

fP o.^8 b 
. 

* x Vts^ 5vt 

.i@l yiC fA t 
L= 
E J 

\ ^ te WV?!JX\ 3C ?\ ft- i?Vi\ 
;o5?N\ 

. *Cf^ 

1 Perhaps a member of the great Ismaili family of al-Zawahi, who played a very prominent part 
in the history of the sect in Yemen. - The great interest of the passage is evident; I shall comment 

upon it in another connexion. [The MS has .xj9, -\ -ye^s iy - \ being a correction above 
the line.] 2 Cf. Guide, p. 51. 
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APPENDIX No. III (cf. above p. 2I9) 

SOME DATA CONCERNING AL-KHATTAB 

I give in the following a few extracts from the 'Uyin al-akhbdr con- 

cerning al-Khattab b. Al-Hasan b. Abi-l-Hifaz. This important author 
(see for his works Ivanow, Guide, p. 51 and above p. 227) is shown in them 
as one of the warring barons of the Yemen, fighting for the Fatimid 
cause with the sword as well as with books. 

We learn something about his family from 'Umara (p. 69). Recounting 
how Ibrdhim b. Jayyash took refuge with Husayn b. Abi-l-Hifaz al- 
IHajfiri in al-Jurayb 1, he notes: "The Banu Abi-l-Hifaz belong to the 
clan of the Banfu Jurayb (?) b. Sharahbil 2 and are regarded as descend- 
ants of Hamdan". 

More details about the geneology of the family and the early history 
of al-Khattab are yielded by the introduction of al-Khattab's diwan, 
an extract of which is quoted in the 'Uyin al-akhbdr (VII, 366). 

i x\ - rYb ,\ f 6j . . I (or read .:?) "J, , i. 4 \j r , 
g)9 0- f^ Cf- a > , f^ O-' ,t p ^ E a\ L A\)V f s 

3 X , ^U J \ L< \ 4\ s 45c\ t J\*J^\ ^ , ^ oj > S X\ 

1 For Jurayb in the country of H.ajur see al-Hamdani, Jazirat al-CArab, p. II3. 
2 In the text to be quoted presently: H.arith (?) b. Sharahil. The Jurayb quoted by Kay, note 

76, has hardly anything to do with the family we are dealing with. According to the same note, 
al-Khazraji reads in our passage: al-Harith. 

3 MS (,- t. r>S. For the geneology from Hamdan to cArib cf. F. Wiistenfeld, Genea- 

logische Tabellen, Table no. 9. (In that table, however, Hajfir is given as H. b. Aslam b. cAlyan b. 

Zayd b. Jusham.) Ibn Hazm has (Jamharat ansCb al- Arab, ed. Levi-Provencal, p. 369-70): H. b. 
Asl. b. cAly. b. Zayd b. CArib b. Hashid b. Jusham. Instead of Nauf b. Hamdan (as in our text and 

Wiistenfeld) Ibn Hazm reads Naufal b. H. Ibn Rasfil, Turaf al-as.db, p. II7, gives, in the genea- 
logy of the Sulayhids: H. b. Asl. b. 'Aly. b. Zayd b. 'Arib b. Jusham al-ausat b. Halshid b. Jusham 
al-akbar b. Khayran (sic) b. Nauf b. Hamdan. (The last four links also p. 123.) 

4 This piece of information provides an important link in the history of the Zaydite Sulaymani 
Imams, which can now be reconstructed as follows. (Kay, note 88, has, as usual, some good sug- 
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?3j ;^)V\? _Vi;_\ e\ jC Y; - 
\J/.'^, gJ- t 

1L! lA/^ i JAt j 

gestions; Zambaur, Manuel de Genealogie, p. II5, and Table A, is very incorrect.) HIamza b. Wahhas 
had a long struggle with Abf Hashim, the ancestor of the Hawashim sharifs, over the sovereignty 
of Mecca, about the year 450. (Cf. Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka, I, 62-3 and Genealogical Table I, 
no. 36.) When the Hawashim succeeded in gaining the supremacy in Mecca, the family of Hamza 
transferred its seat to the Yemen. Yahya, the son of H.amza, ruled in 'Aththar; at the time of the 
invasion of the Ghuzz (about the end of the XIth cent.; cf. Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka, I, 64) he was 
carried off to Iraq. In his absence, his brother, cIsa, ruled instead of Yahya; but the latter, on his 
return to the Yemen, managed to kill CTsa (al-Janadi, in: Derenbourg, Oumara du Yimen, II, 
580). In our text we find cAll, the son of Yahya, as the ruler of al-Sacid (cf. al-Hamdani, Jazirat 
al-'Arab, p. 54, 19) in the beginning of the VIth/XIIth century. We are well acquainted, from 
CUmara and elsewhere (cf. Kay, Index, p. 355), with Ghanim b. Yahya. This was a brother of our 
'Ali; al-Khazraji (in: Kay) gives his lineage as Gh. b. Y. b. Hamza b. Wahhas. (Zambaur, loc. 
cit., says he was expelled from Mecca in the year 450 - confusing him with his grand-father!) 
Other members of the family are the following. I) CAll b. 'Isa, (d. 556); 'Umara in: CImad 
al-din, Kharidat al-qasr, in Derenbourg, II, 564-5 (cf. I, 50); Isma'il b. Muhammad, Simt al-la'dl, 
MS Leiden I970, fol. 56v ff. Ismfail quotes 'Umara - but erroneously describes the book dealing 
with the poet as al-Mufd fi akhbdr Zabid (adding: bal Akhbdr al-Yaman! cf. above p. 212 n. I), while 
in reality the quotation comes from the book on the poets of Yemen; he has also additional infor- 
mation. cAll was an important leader of the Zaydiyya. He lived in Mecca, where he exchanged 
verses (quoted by Ismacil) with al-Zamakhshari. 2) Dahmash b. Wahhas, CImad al-din, op. cit., 
in Derenbourg I, 565); d. "67" (as he was a contemporary of CImad al-din, this does not, of course, 
mean 467 - so Derenbourg - but 567). 3) Hashim b. Ghanim, mentioned by Ibn Abi Tayyi, in: 
Abfi Shama, Kitdb al-raudatayn, I, 217 (cf. Derenbourg, op. cit., I, 50; idem, Vie d'Ousama, p. 
424). - Genealogical details about the later Sulaymani sherifs, descendants of Ghanim b. Yahya, 
are contained in Turaf al-ashdb fi macrifat al-ansdb of al-Malik al-Ashraf Ibn Rasuil, ed. K. W. 
Zettersteen (Damascus I949), p. IO8-IIo. (In the genealogy of Ghanim there occurs, between 
Hamza and Wahhbs, the name Sulayman, not mentioned by the other sources - also not in the 
genealogy given by the Simt al-la'dl.) According to Ibn Rasuil, Ghanim had six sons: Wahhas, 
Hfshim, Badr, Ahmad, al-Qasim, Fatik. Descendants of them ruled in various towns: Jazfn, 
Baghta, Baysh. The genealogical tree of the family is, then: 

Dawfd * * For his descent cf. the Table of Snouck Hurgronje 
I 

Wahhas 
I ** *Ibn Rasfil adds here Sulayman 

Hamza 

'Is& Yahya 

I ,i I CAli CAll Ghanim 

I I I I I I 
Wahhas Hashim Badr Ahmad al-Qasim Fatik 

Dahmash 

1 See for them Kay, Index. (It is only Abiu Muhammad Masrfur who does not seem to be mentioned 
by 'Umara; we have probably to read: Abu Muh. Surfur.) 
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rr\ t d^ L5jJ\ J ; L 0^ .\ 1*!\ <,^ L . 
, 

An allusion to the same events is to be found in a passage of Umira's 
lost history of Yemenite poets, quoted in the 'Uygn al-akhbr and 

^? Jlt\ ^*\ J^ J) V ^ Jj tJ\ ? 2 l !\ tvs oO 

md al-din's Kharj \ dat al-qa r. 

Uygn al-akhbd, VII, 365-6: Extrac t from 'Um\ira in the 

;3J.l\ ^,?. J} \ - c 
\f A. 4\^ 

A <3) 

An allusion to the same events is to be found in a passage of 'Umara's 
lost history of Yemenite poets, quoted in the 'Uyun al-akhbar and 

'Imad al-din's Khardat al-qasr. 

cUyun al-akbadr, VII, 365-6: Extract from CUmara in the 
Kharidat al-qasr (MS Paris), pub- 
lished by H. Derenbourg, Oumara 
du Yemen, II, 580: 

4.1 ? ^. gx a:... 

\ 1.^ ,\ Wj j 

ax J O \ j\ . 

O;L o\ T^ J^ oW c s\ 

J^t wt4 . \.i ?>\ 

<1\ \ _Vv J3 

,,> u\ cA ,V; 4\ A\ ,^ ) 

rt\ SjL O^^ ;jsi 4\ ^ja U\? o 

f 

XX) 

i\ "I` Ds i K;u i A3 o>? ..j 4J'A CLe 4C)r 

\ ^ ^ \C\ - 
,J\i 

- .4 

4*U -^5O\L,;\\^ -( ??0?Ujs> 
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J32~\ L~\ ~5? ~ 3JV:\ U \ ! A"c- 

.JD .AS 3Lj \j ,?j (Four other verses extant in the 
manuscript have been left out by 

3s .. ~ ..~~.. d.- \ the editor, as he remarks in a note.) 

%J, 4> A W- ( 

The religious background of his wars is well brought out in a poem of 
his quoted in the 'Uyfin al-akhbar (VII, 370). He fights in the service 
of al-Mansfir (al-Amir) (line 4; da'wa Amiriyya, 1. 26) the Ibm.dis, the 
Sunnis and the Zaydis (1. I6); pronounces the khu.tba and mints the 
coinage in the name of the Fatimids (1. I4). The main object of the poem 
is to sollicit the help of al-Malika al-Sayyida. 

:L [ , J- i S\ c. 1 :A 4\ iZ ?L\ C;\LO 4W\ 

LSJ\v5 o 1 J4\ ;\ o C1~\ r41-\ A 
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jLJL ^^ ^^ 

*S\ J \ \ ltJ 

L5~ ;j~ L5\ ~lt 

j; 4-^ , ^ \* - ;o 
jL-Ai* - t-9 > 4 i L^. LA 

(vJ^9 Ld=JX (j\ ^ \l^^ 

,U1. 3bf OT~Ub 4\ te*wE 

+j'L11 0_^W>\ .JL.j dL? 

^'J^ s~^ \J._ u1 > 

)W@) A_Ej J, A\ ~ 

Ls,L 9 Ls5) cbS \;\ 

L5v L53V;j C}*'t 4 > 

L^ -\ U ^ dY >, 

^lat^S D ̂̂  ,^l t 
L,t, O4JL~i 1_t- 15 

S LAJ\ 1 L5r \ aS^^\ Ite c.\ ^St^ lt 

CS?pli Lts-l---\ rii oS %~ 

<( ;>RsWbl LS :~? C 

^J. A.;, dL JE>.X< <JJ 

~~;~h\_<_ l 3-9^^ L?a?. f^C1 

\y^C\ U ̂ L>m ?fl ̂  ̂ ^ 

,9_ t4 jA 9 l\ t t\; 

^Pc d; l L;AW \ i? J j 

o~t ?~c sS~d, X, 3 -W 

tJ1L~ L'*al 
4t 

Ly)j 

AJL. tt J J., j v; J 

4_^J __\3 ^JS 
YJ? ^A\ 

d_ _,4 otn_?; j ^.\ N- 

Some anecdotes about him are quoted ('Uyin al-akhbdr, VII, 367 ff.) 
from a book by 'Umira bearing the title Unmudhaj mulik al-Yaman 

(which does not seem to be known otherwise). 

?x .A:,..,,,,A ,3... , : " t. ,0x ,, jj .. . 4~ J .,, 

\.*\ y&^H. n^ ^J.o tJXaf^\ (JA. (1U\ aJ tV^ U>} jU.); k 

sJ .,^ 0\^ i 3 s , ̂  2u ol;2 ^ ^ d 3 \i9 \VL^\ V;>^S QL 
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/ F J/ + ^J 4, J&J ? I * 4;\J L) t > L ̂ 

.? dii Jxi\ Lsil\ \ J\ Jlc\ 
s J\S ,1 J \ ; HJo^ \ \> 

^ 3\ Si \ Ja^ ^?- 'c j (E\ ^C\L L _J 9_ 

,:.,. ?x o\ ,=>.. . ~ 3, '-.l 3 " , J o~ ,. .l 

APPENDIX No. IV (Cf. p. 23,) 

The\ 3U J>n al- khJbdr contas valuble iformation about this fily. 

We knew already from 'Umbra (p. 30 -- 'Uyin al-akhbr, VII, 198) 

^J1\ (J . 4 > ; \ ,3 kA * 4 \ <j ; \4 Jr ̂  

al-Mukarram in ano. IVFrom the Uyn al-Akhb we learn that, owing23I) 

The\ (Uy-n al-Akb jr contains valuable information about this family. 

iWe knew already from Umara (pj. 30 = 'Uyun al-akbr, VII, I 98) 

fell out with his overlord. This is what the 'UyIn al-akhbdr says 
(VII, 203): 

The composed a dirge on the death of al-Aazz, son of Aorm al-Sulayi, in 458 A.H. (cUyail 
al-akhbdr, VII, 27). al-akhbdir, VII, 127). 
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oJWX\ i A. 4 i U r\ 4\ Jr \ 3CL 93\ \^ J\ A 1\ 4 L \^ 

To be sure, in another passage the Uyin al-A\khbdr attributes the 

the consequence, not the cause, of the estrangement. Vol. VII, p. 377 

[3-] ,L\e. b, d, j J,. j5?\ ,L: -L.\ .\ re . L I 
j. 

<,<u\ aF5 k>>jb L\l\ Jc ^ d l^; J\fi\ C5 .\ e^ U 

^La^z :r. t;\; 9, JJ \, HX tLX \J 65\> 4o) ; 3. L J - 

Sj^Ji\ e 4;a j Jl J\r\ 5 _\, 

^Lity^ o ^ J (Ab V J^> = A\ ^y 411 JxI 

To be sure, in another passage the 'Uyun al-Akhbadr attributes the 

estrangement between Imran and the Sulayhids to the dismissal of 

'Imran from the governorship of San'a; but this can be also taken as 
the consequence, not the cause, of the estrangement. Vol. VII, p. 377: 

C olSi i? f> t ^ \\ *\"l 3X1\ 
\\ J \ 

,, 
t_ 

^,4N 3 \\ ic ^ J ^\ 
rv\ g\a\ ,b e?U\ Si\\ J \9 u\ 

[,tt] J7 e>^. 

^ iJ 0" (J^^ ua { ! ?t 

\>JJ \L\ J_& \y.^ \i\ >^ .\ =\ J FJ3 Lo^ 
s 

^b ^1 L J Js ^ V\ L U; , z 
\\;3J \^J -r J\ \.^J^ V?^>^1 *4J 

tF } -- s^ 

It is evident, however, from the verses quoted subsequently that he remained loyal to the 
Fatimids. 
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ce f 
JL f ce Cr 9 w \ <s L fs ; f-) 

-0 *9 , 

lalal ?9^ 0^ C ^^\^obW C:- j Ys' o 

,\ C X\ Jc U\3 \-\ 4AL4 j..\ j J\ ) c As j4\\ tQ l\ 

i L\ ^us ^ i " . J^) 4 JL?^b .A jAo1\ 8 

According to the information given by al-Khazraji (see Kay, note 
42, p. 257) l. tim b. al-Ghashim severed San'~ and the surrounding 

country from the Sulay i this is correct or not, 

San(a soon returned to the Fatimid allegiance. H.tim died in 502 and 
was succeeded by his sons: 'AbdallTh, who died of poison after a reign of 
two years and subsequently Macn, who was deposed in 5io. From that 

year t 533 another Hamdnid family reigned in the town: Hishm b. 

ubbayt, Jims b. Qubbayt and Htim b. Hims. As stated by Id\ is 

32^\ - 0^ ^'^ kj ^^ \ Od \ \ f JJ u. f S.^ 

( 4ia\ J^VL\ A^ ( 4^X9\ 3Jazi\ r J>- \<.=j. F\o jc J& \JaLE\ r;\ 

they were adherents of al-Hiz In 533 I\amid al-daula Htim b.\ 

J^. : \J\ oinfi X ,^3 ^^> J>C \s- \ t \ r \sj ;)ng\ ;^ \pL ̂ *J 

..\ , . \^ oU1 ;, \j 3 j\ ^^ 1 ,jl?\ (gj f^ o\ 
.A ^j.S*- 4!\ jW; 1^ (4^ Y;i>\ 3\ J3Ai CJii^j 3 d^.Jb 

According to the information given by al-Khazraji (see Kay, note 

42, p. mr257) tim b. al-Ghashl grandson, therefored an' and the surrounding 
acountry from the Sulayhid al-Mukingdom; whe acquired the tis correct or not, 

attacked in 545 by the Zaydi Imam al-Mutawakkil Abmad, but was able, 

anve soon tuallyrned to the Fatimid allegiance. Hatim died in 502 and was succeeded by 
was succeeonAl. Al took the leah, who died of part oison after alliance, formed in of 

two years and subsequently Ma'n, who was deposed in 51o. From that 

first half o 533 another Hamdnid family reigned in thb. al-Mahdi. He town: Hisham b. 

Qubbayt, Himas b. Qubbayt and Hatim b. Himas. As stated by Idris, 

they wreigning prince of al- when, six months after his campaign al-daula Hatim b. 

AhmadIt is t rue that he does not knowb. - grandsmention, th erehas, of th ange governor 

dynasty. 

appointed by the Sulayhid al-Mukarram - acquired the town. He was 
attacked in 545 by the Zaydi Imam al-Mutawakkil Ahmad, but was able, 
eventually, to defend himself. Hatim died in 556 and was succeeded by 
his son 'All. 'Ali took the leading part in an alliance, formed in the 
first half of 569 against 'Abd al-Nabi, son of 'All b. al-Mahdi. He was 
the reigning prince of San'a when, six months after his campaign against 

1 It is true that he does not know - or does not mention - that there has been a change of 
dynasty. 
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the Mahdiites, Yemen was invaded and conquered by Tfiranshah. (Cf. 
Kay, p. 230 and J. W. Redhouse, Introduction to al-Khazraji's Pearl- 
Strings, A History of the Resuliyy Dynasty, I, I5 ff. - both after al- 
Khazraji; Zambaur, Manuel de Ge'nalogie, p. II9; al-Malik al-Ashraf 
Ibn Rasuil, Turaf al-ashdb ft ma'ri/at al-ansdb, ed. Zettersteen (Da- 
mascus I949), p. II7 ff. [The correction of the editor, p. II7 note I, is 
wrong.] 

The 'Uygn al-Akhbdr contains the record of an interesting episod in 
the fighting between Hatim and the Zaydite Imam al-Mutawakkil, 
shedding light on the Ismaili convictions of the former (vol. VII. p. 
372 ff.): he restored the inscription containing the names of the Fatimid 
Imams, which had been erased by the Zaydite. 

C:' Ok.-" JI. j ~..~. ~\ c.. (scil. of Queen Sayyida) k;V -LSJ 

vU: . ~1X4\ i L 2W \ y y;\ l \ \ 1n t.- 

\4Lv. JLr;. 4<ol\ 4)j; 43\ h,i ~p\ @>\ 3-X c55~~ih! #'S \ 4 

it! r i~~~~~~~~2~~~9 ?~L 
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he was an Ismaili. Moreover, there seems to be evidence to show that 
his dynasty belonged to the adherents of the Egyptian Fatimids - 

although Idris is silent on this point. We have information about wars 
waged by his son All against H.tim b. lbrdhim, the leader of the Tayyi- 

^j\^ >t t4 JIS 3\? 41j l ^ Lif U k*\ J^\ . j\9 i f\ !\ 

bis; ths sees to imply different party allegiance.\ 

The restfollowing extract is taken of the inscription by tim shows conclusively tal-Khaj, MS 

he was an Ismaili. Moreover, there seems to be evidence to show that 
his dynasty belonged to the adherents of the Egyptian Fatimids - 

although Idris is silent on this point. We have information about wars 

waged by his son 'Ali against Hatim b. Ibrahim, the leader of the Tayyi- 
bis; this seems to imply different party allegiance. 

The following extract is taken from the Kifaya of al-Khazraji, MS 
Leiden, Or. 302, p. 67. (This seems to be the only mention of Hatim 
b. Ibrdhim in a non-Ismaili chronicle, excepting the interpolated 
passage in 'Umara.) 

fh: ,J.UaJ\ [i. e. f :. c] 4.c ,.1 i.\- ('J" \ .-^ , 1 

ce 0 L 0 r J jw fO J3 C\tJ p1 \^ !\ 

fe ^j^ 
^U" ib 

< c 
j\ULJ\ +j^ 3 ^ rW3 5^^ L 

Up J\ 

d .,. j ,=.J^ o ^ ,.:,.. ? ^ ,^z,~ f. c. . \L.\ f? . >, 

(The substance of the accout cn ao fd in K p 2 

(The substance of the account can also be found in Kay, p. 299 and 
Redhouse, p. 17, both of whom used al-Khazraji.) 
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APPENDIX No. V (Cf. p. 231) 

POEMS BY MUHAMMAD B. TAHIR ON THE FALL OF THE FATIMIDS 

AND AGAINST THE MAJIDIS 

'Uyin al-akhbdr, VII, 384. 

[,^] J^\,\ \ S4\ \ L\ \! \g 
\ \ J l JD J\ Jl9 

a_:lf\ J.Lx f o:\ JIS 

,_~ j:a1\ rlx : "kjb 

4 .L . ,..\ .,\ .'V. 
[v ^] &. a;\ 4 <Ll\ -^^\3 J (J^. 

'> )X d'o iS '') 
8U\ Jc1\ to kIJV 

a_,, (3^ (>AJ ̂  

Au> Jy\ XF ? .s .5AX 
< ̂E.LC 

w\0 a. tv 

).-, cAd, \.AV LA A4 
, -u> , li S^ \E 

j;L-C Ji--Ib- 4L >Y. \C? 

_^\a ,x..\ <tb 

vb JV^ -,'J, 

,>-\iJ\ i^.\ ,JJi\ JusWU 

3stE\ L(\ + \,VJ 

AL, t-si; J3\ j.^ 

,_U ^^\~-B ^. J:J 9^A ?^ 1-, L?\ u-9J\ 

_^J\l\ ^,t_ t \ 
^A0 4;' 

s\^ A.L CLF,\ V^ A; 

Z; 

s\ @ 

J. v r^jj- 

ADDITIONAL NOTES 

i. To p. 209: "At Ghadir Khumm Muhammad had appointed 'Ali as his successor ... In the 
same way al-Amir appointed his cousin al-Hafiz." 

Cf. the lines of the poet Zafir al-Haddad (Brockelmann, I, 303; Suppl. I, 461) in a panegyric 
on al-Hafiz (MS. Vatican Ar. iI71, fol. 6iv): 

L-i... ^ i-f. "S , . A.- o,., o. . .c, 
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2. To Appendix no. II, p. 233 ff. 

I had the opportunity of collating the text from the Kitdb al-Azhdr (taken from a private copy 
put at my disposal) with the manuscript in the library of the School of Oriental and African 

Studies, London (no. 25849; cf. BSOS, vol. VIII, p. 38), fol. IIgr ff. I give the variants relevant 
to the constitution of the text, leaving aside obvious errors of the scribe. 

P. 234 1. 6 oiiA: Ai; L(ondon MS); 1. 9 ..L,': om. L; ;\c x\: so also L; 1. I2 0- J 

O_,\i_~ L; 1. i6 . t.yf.- om. L; 1. I7 41 L; 1. 20 j read &..\ (L). 

P. 23 5 1. 5 ^:1J: 7 "J L; 1. I5 , _ ..p . .J: read ..U\ L-2J (\.A\ 

_.?1 L). 

P. 236 1. 8 i^;\ : 4 , L; 1. 9 , : J L; 1. 6 so also L; 1. 20 .- 

. r-,~ L. 

P. 237 1. Io 0 i.O : , _^\ L; .\: read J.,, (L); 1. I5 ; ? .a: . L; 1. 22-23 

L. 

P. 238 1. I okU \: add 3o'\ (L); 1. 7 \sL'? L O.\: a note in L prescribes to interchange 

the order of the words; 1. Io a;\ 3\: add 3u J \ J12 1 \ . \C 0j4 (L); ;OJ 

' .2\A: ' a 'las 5;-t\\; 1. 20 J.,f : 3,S 
L. 

P. 239 1. I 
)\: %L L; 1. 3 \.; 0L:3 L.;8 3'; L; 1. 9 <" d: ti ? 

L; 1. I6 \.. ; ' V\W\ L; 1. 17 i.: read . (L); 1. i9 Z.'): . L; 1. 23 ' : 

L; 1. 24 :;-L. L. 

P. 240 1. 4 .3\ j\J L; 1. 5 J\: add (L); 1. 8 j ,YA :d ? L; 1. 9 - a 

L; .-\J : .l ,, adds L; 1. io O,,- -4.: 
add .> \ 4\ , \- 3,54 J. J\ ^\ f 

(L); . '\ - . \? L; 1. II i \: OkV Ut\ L; '-\ : SE L; 1. I4 .\\: add r . 

. y . .?s \o . \ (L); , ; J.,? L; 1. I6 and note 2: repeated also in L; 1. I8 

, .: :._- \ ?L L; 1. 
I9 'LJ\: om L; 1. 20 : read 

, 
t,, (L). 

P. 241 1. 5 ;).iW,: so also L; 1. 8 i : ) L; 1. : L; 1. 25 ..^.: 

read o^, (L). 

P. 242 1. I l\ oblo: add .ec (L); 1. 2 LA4\ AX -\ . Xb adds L; 1. 20 o^' 

add i\I. (L). 

P. 243 1. L;. 15 . L; 1. 20 ai z *J L. 

3. To p. I98 and 245: Ibn Abi Tayyi. The correct form of the name is, perhaps, Ibn 

Abi Tayy. 
* * 

I wish to thank my friend Dr. S. T. Lokhandwalla for his kind help. 
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